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1 | General introduction

Since life evolved under the continuous influence of light, it is not
surprising that practically all forms of life, including the human

being, has developed a variety of responses to light and its characteristics.

Light supports human beings living functionally: it helps them to observe
the world, and more interestingly, may also help them to communicate.
More than 2000 years ago, the Greek already started using light as a
communication tool by using sunlight reflected by shields to give orders
to distal soldiers (see Figure 1.1a). More recently, in the late 19th century,
the heliograph was invented for instantaneous optical communication
over long distances by flashes of sunlight reflected by a mirror (see Figure
1.1b). Nowadays, we may no longer need shields or heliographs to send
messages, but we still use light in many other forms of communication.

In brief, the current dissertation aims to study lighting as a communica-
tion medium embedded in the ambient environment with the intention
to facilitate behavior change, especially, energy-conservation behavior.
The focus of the research presented in this dissertation is on understan-
ding the psychological mechanisms underlying the effectiveness of am-
bient lighting persuasive technology. These effects will be tested in the
domain of sustainable behavior within the context of persuasive techno-
logy. In the next section, we will first describe this persuasive technology

1
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Chapter 1. General introduction

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Examples of human beings using light to communicate in history: (a) signal
with a shield; and (b) heliograph.

context.

1.1 Persuasive Technology

Studying persuasion goes back a long way. It was already acknowledged
by the ancient Greeks, who worshiped and studied Peitho (Πειθω: the
goddess of persuasion, see Frazer, 1898) and has been the subject of
human investigation for more than two thousand years (e.g., Aristotle’s
Rhetoric and Topics, see Cope, 1867). It was not until the twentieth
century that ideas about persuasion and their link to empirical observa-
tions were studied in science. Early work ranged from case studies of the
ebb and flow of public opinion in which the authors speculated about
the causes of observed shifts in attitudes (e.g., Lazarsfeld, Bernard, &
Hazel, 1948), to content analyses of political propaganda in which the
authors speculated about the attitudinal and behavioral consequences of
propaganda messages (e.g., Lasswell, Casey, & Smith, 1935).

Next to much of the early work that was investigated in the domain of
sociology and politics, psychology and communication scholars extended

2
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1.1. Persuasive Technology

the research area of persuasion, and defined persuasion as “human com-
munication that is designed to influence others by modifying their beliefs,
values, attitudes, or behaviors.” (Simons, 1976). In reviewing the history
of research on communication and persuasion, social psychologists used
mostly the experimental approach to explore a wide variety of research on
attitude and behavior change (for an overview see Delia, 1987). Remark-
ably, in the 1950s, the Yale group was the first to examine systematically
the variables that continue to be of interest today such as attitude struc-
ture (Hovland & Rosenberg, 1960), individual differences (Hovland &
Janis, 1959), message order effects (Hovland, 1957) and many others.

More recently, psychology and communication scholars defined persua-
sion as “...a symbolic process in which communicators try to convince
other people to change their attitudes or behaviors regarding an issue
through the transmission of a message in an atmosphere of free choice.”
(Perloff, 2010, p.12). This definition implies that persuasion concerns a
persuader who, by the means of communication, changes the attitudes
or behaviors of a target.

Given this definition, persuasion is everywhere, playing an essential role
in politics, religion, marketing, psychotherapy, education, and day-to-day
social interactions (see e.g., Cialdini, 2007; Moyer-Gusé, 2008; Murphy &
Shleifer, 2004). For instance, politicians may use all kinds of strategies to
persuade people to vote for them; governments team up with supermar-
kets to persuade people to eat more healthily; schools try to persuade
students to believe that intelligence is malleable, and your partner may
persuade you to cook pasta while you want to eat pizza tonight.

With the development of persuasion research, psychologists explored the
benefits of persuasive communication that are not limited to a human-
to-human context: information sources could also be other sources than
just human beings. For example, artificial agents can convey persua-
sive messages, just as human sources can. These forms of persuasive
communication differ from human-to-human persuasive communication,

3
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Chapter 1. General introduction

in which they use a different source, can deliver kinds of different mes-
sages, can use different channels, and can have different goals. That
is, non-human sources can deliver more diverse messages that contain
the information or meaning the source is hoping to convey. Also, non-
human sources can use various sensory channels than the traditional ver-
bal channel only (e.g., speaking, seeing, touching, smelling and tasting
or combinations of these, see Berlo, 1960). Finally, non-human sources
can be programmed to be almost anywhere, anytime and thereby can
strive for more goals, no matter as a group or an individual. Therefore,
during the last decade, the study of persuasion in a human-to-technology
context has emerged and grown into a global area of research and de-
sign within the human-technology interaction domain. These interactive
technologies and systems have the potential to engage in the same per-
suasion processes that humans do, and have distinct advantages over
human persuaders. For example, these interactive systems are persis-
tent, allow anonymity, can store, access and manipulate huge volumes
of data. Also, they can for example use many modalities (e.g., graph-
ics, rich audio and video, animation or simulation) to influence people’s
preferences for visual, audio, or textual experiences while enhancing the
persuasive power of these systems (e.g., Fogg, 2002; King, Dent, & Miles,
1991).

Fogg (1999) was one of the first to articulate the importance of persua-
sion in human-computer interaction for the design of interactive systems
with the intent to change human attitudes or behaviors. With his book
on the topic, Fogg (2002) initiated a research field that is now called per-
suasive technology. Many efforts of persuasive technology researchers
have been made to study interactive computing systems designed to
change people’s attitudes or behaviors (see e.g., IJsselsteijn, de Kort,
Midden, Eggen, & van den Hoven, 2006; Midden, Kaiser, & Mccalley,
2007; Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2008). These systems do not use
coercive or deceptive means to change attitudes or behaviors. Instead,

4
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1.1. Persuasive Technology

persuasive technology aims at inducing voluntary changes of behaviors
without taking away control from its users (Fogg, 1999, 2002).

These voluntary changes of behaviors can be accomplished in many areas
such as in the domain of health, in which persuasive technology could help
users to maintain an active lifestyle by tracking physical activity (Con-
solvo, Everitt, Smith, & Landay, 2006; Consolvo, Klasnja, McDonald,
& Landay, 2009), to moderate nutrition (Whiteley, Bailey, & McInnis,
2008), to quit smoking (Khaled et al., 2008), or to increase their aware-
ness about maternal health (Parmar & Keyson, 2008); in the domain of
safety, in which persuasive technology could educate users of the advan-
tages of driving safely and reducing their overall driving speed (Millar
& Millar, 2000); in the domain of marketing, in which persuasive tech-
nology could adapt to individual preferences by tracking consumers and
their preferences over multiple stores and across media (Amit & Zott,
2001; Zanker & Jessenitschnig, 2009); and in the domain of environmen-
tal sustainability, in which persuasive technology could create “energy
awareness” and promoting energy-related behavioral change (McCalley
& Midden, 2002; Sauer, Schmeink, & Wastell, 2007; Svane, 2007).

Persuasive technology can have various functions: it can work as a social
actor capable of establishing a social relationship that forms the basis
of social influence such as social approval (e.g., Ham & Midden, 2014)
or social comparison (e.g., Midden, Kimura, Ham, Nakajima, & Kleppe,
2011); it can be a medium that allows for novel experiences such as
sounds or touch that create and it can provide tools that guide and
support behavior (for an overview see Fogg, 2002). In the next section,
we will take a closer look at using persuasive technology as a tool for
providing feedback.

Feedback has often been used as a persuasive tool to influence people’s
behavior. It has long been acknowledged in the field of psychology that
feedback or knowledge of results can have a positive effect on performance
(e.g., Becker & Seligman, 1978). That is, by providing feedback about the

5
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Chapter 1. General introduction

effects of people’s behavior, people can easily monitor the consequences
of their behavior and adapt their behavior in response to that feedback.

In the domain of environmental sustainability, a basic feature of per-
suasive technologies (and a cornerstone of behavioral change in general)
is appropriate feedback about resource consumption (Darby, 2006) to
create energy awareness (Midden et al., 2007; Redström, 2006) and to
encourage sustainable behavior (Midden, McCalley, Ham, & Zaalberg,
2008). Prior to the 1990’s, experiments indicated that electronic devices
might contribute to the efficiency and effectiveness of behavioral inter-
ventions, but technology just was not yet smart enough in most cases
to make these devices very successful. By then, psychologists have yet
merely touched upon the opportunities offered by intelligent systems to
promote (energy conservation) behavior. Earlier studies often used sim-
ple technologies like written messages based on daily or weekly meter
reading (e.g., Winett, Kagel, Battalio, & Winkler, 1978), while some re-
searchers used electronic displays. More recently, in conjunction with
the growth of technologies, the number of persuasive feedback systems
grew rapidly (e.g., providing smart electricity meter feedback). Interest-
ingly, feedback can take many different forms. Therefore, in the following
sections, we will discuss different types of feedback and their potential
advantages and drawbacks.

First, persuasive technology can use factual feedback. Several efforts
explored this type of feedback, which allows users to judge for example
levels of household energy consumption (see e.g., Abrahamse, Steg, Vlek,
& Rothengatter, 2005; Lockton, Harrison, & Stanton, 2008). For exam-
ple, McCalley and Midden (2002) demonstrated in several studies that
immediate feedback by adding an energy meter to the user interface of
a washing machine could persuade users to use less energy. The role of
the energy meter is to provide a clearly explicit point of reference for im-
proved billing (see Figure 1.2 left). Likewise, the Wattcher (see Wattcher
@Online, 2016) is a display that uses numbers to give feedback about

6
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1.1. Persuasive Technology

the home’s energy consumption (see Figure 1.2 right). These numbers
present exactly how many kWh a person is using at that point in time,
which means that the information that feedback provides is very specific
for this particular user and his or her particular behavior and situation.

Figure 1.2: Factual feedback: (left) energy meter and (right) Wattcher.

Second, persuasive technology can use social feedback (see e.g., Ham &
Midden, 2010). Earlier research suggested that social reinforcement has
been applied widely in many domains such as child education, therapeu-
tic programs, health behavior and social interaction as a mechanism for
behavioral change (Bandura & McDonald, 1963). Utilizing this social
mechanism in the persuasive system, Ham and Midden (2010) proposed
social feedback by making use of a social robot. This social feedback as
provided by a robotic agent can show signs of disapproval or negative so-
cial incentives (e.g., a sad face or a smiling face) as feedback (see Figure
1.3). Remarkably, their research indicates that the behavioral effects of
social feedback are greater compared to the effects of factual feedback.
In addition to the social robot, social feedback can also be provided
by other non-human sources, like a smart, on-screen computer agent.
For example, research showed that a human-like artificial social agent
(a virtual human-like torso and head) can effectively influence users by
providing social feedback (e.g., disapproval of their energy consumption,
see Ruijten, Midden, & Ham, 2015).

Third, persuasive technology can use a subtle, unobtrusive, and cogni-
tively efficient type of feedback: ambient feedback (e.g., Miller, Rich, &

7
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Chapter 1. General introduction

Figure 1.3: Social feedback as provided by a robotic agent.

Davis, 2009; Maan, Merkus, Ham, & Midden, 2011). Ishii and Ullmer
(1997) suggested the use of ambient media such as sound, light, airflow,
and water movement to act as background interfaces with cyberspace and
work at the periphery of human perception. Wisnesky and colleagues
(1998) supported this definition of ambient technology, by describing
ambient technology as being at the “periphery of our attention”, need-
ing “subconscious understanding” and possibly involving “all our senses”.
Given this definition, ambient feedback has been widely investigated and
applied in practice (e.g., Arroyo, Bonanni, & Selker, 2005; Wilson, Lil-
ley, & Selker, 2013). For example, an ambient device called Energy Orb
(Energy Orb @Online, 2016, see Figure 1.4 left) was used to provide
energy consumption feedback that changed color dependent on the time-
of-use tariff in operation (e.g., by glowing red when energy usage reaches
a certain level and green otherwise). Another example of an ambient de-
vice is the Power Aware Cord (Gustafsson & Gyllenswärd, 2005), which
can visualize the current uptake of electricity of a connected appliance
through glowing pulses, flow, and intensity of light (see Figure 1.4 right).
Similar to the ambient feedback like Energy Orb, Show-me can display
the amount of water that is used during a shower by a series of LEDs in
a row assembled on a stick in the shower cabin, in which an increasing
water level is visualized (Kappel & Grechenig, 2009).

Also, ambient feedback can change people’s behaviors by making a parti-
cular behavior fun to do. Piano Stairs (see Piano Stairs @Online, 2016),

8
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1.2. Ambient Persuasive Technology

 

The interface of the Power-Aware Cord invites users to 
plug in different appliances and experiment with how these 
relate to each other in terms of energy. Our idea is that, by 
integrating the information about electric flows where they 
actually are, will result in a more intuitive, playful and 
metaphorical display than what would normally be 
produced. Such an approach might inspire users of the 
Power-Aware Cord to explore and reflect upon the energy 
consumption of other electrical devices in their home, using 
the cord.   

 

Figure 1. The Power-Aware Cord prototype. 

Our aim is also that users might perceive the light patterns 
as the actual electricity in the cord, if not on a direct level 
then at least on an intuitive and metaphoric level. By this, 
we mean that people might talk about and refer to the light 
just as if it would be the electricity itself, even if they on a 
logical level would realize that it is just a representation.  

With the Power-Aware Cord, users’ actions, such as 
plugging or unplugging electrical devices into sockets, 
immediately result in a response from the cord, giving the 
user direct feedback and the feeling of both seeing and 
interacting with electricity. The rich affordances stemming 
from the Power-Aware Cord, as a tangible, real-world 
object adds to its intuitiveness [3].  

Representing the amout of electricity with light, and not a 
numerical display, supports the notion of ambient 
information displays that does not force the user to walk up 
to the device but rather to receive the information at a 
glance from a distance. This enables the interface to be 
accessed from any place in the room in which it is situated, 
and thus constantly providing subtle information on energy 
usage. This could be useful in order to change behaviours 

and awareness over time or to detect unnecessary stand-by 
consumption. 

Related Work 
Studies of energy information displays in homes have been 
made in “The Effects of Information on Residential 
Demand for Electricity” by Isamu Matsukawa [2]. In this 
paper, he argues that consumers need information in order 
to act rationally. He establishes that the display used in this 
example does affect the energy consumption with its graphs 
and numerical information, even if the effect is small. 

There are several attempts to visualize abstract information. 
Similarities to our concept can be found in Chatzitsakyris et 
al. proposed Ambient Media-implementations [1]. Here the 
geographical location of subway-lines was visualized by 
light in the side-walks of a city. In this ambient-media 
example, invisible occurrences in time and space are made 
visible, in reference to the time and space in which they 
occur.   

“The videocard game” by Buur and Soendergaard, is an 
example of augmented reality, augmenting the object [5]. 
By embedding computer monitors into a table and 
providing physical playing cards with electronic ID tags, a 
tool for video analysis was created. The artifacts augmented 
in this example will very clearly appear augmented to the 
user. 

The work by Raby & Dunne in their Design Noir [6] can be 
mentioned both as inspiration and related work in the way 
they design everyday objects that visualize hidden 
properties such as electromagnetic fields stemming from 
devices in the surroundings. 

THE PROTOTYPE 
The light in the Power-Aware Cord is obtained by the use 
of electroluminescent wire. This wire contains a phosphor 
layer that glows with an intensive blue-green light when an 
alternating current is introduced. Due to the color of the 
phosphor, the wire appears to be white when unpowered, a 
feature that greatly reduces its appearance in the device 
when unpowered. This hides the underlying construction 
from the user and adds to the unexpected experience when 
the device is powered and starts to glow. Since the cable 
will shift in colour when going from unlit to lit mode the 
user can easy detect low intensity levels.  

Three luminescent wires are bound together with ordinary 
copper wires for electric conduction. The wires are twisted 
together to improve the flexibility of the resulting cable. 
Twisting the wires also gives the possibility to create an 
effect of motion through the cable by powering each of the 
three luminescent wires in turn. The whole structure is 
coated with a layer of transparent silicone.  

The resulting functionality in the Power-Aware Cord is an 
extension cable capable of delivering up to 10 amperes 
load. The resulting power range that can be measured is 0 – 
2200 W. The three microprocessor controlled light 
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Figure 1.4: Ambient feedback: (left) Energy Orb and (right) Power Aware Cord.

a well-known artwork, plays notes of a melody or piano tones when peo-
ple walk on them, with the goal of stimulating people to take the stairs
instead of the elevator or escalator. A final example of effective ambient
feedback is the living plant display trash bin developed by Holstius and
colleagues (2004). Holstius and colleagues were inspired by the plant pho-
totropism from nature and designed a living plant display in the ambient
environment, in which recyclable waste or trash can trigger directional
bursts of light that gradually induced the plant displays to lean toward
the more active container. This ambient designed to provide cumulative
ambient feedback about recycling behavior was shown to encourage re-
cycling behavior effectively. Therefore, as described in these examples,
feedback in persuasive technologies as provided by ambient stimuli may
effectively influence people in a subtle and unobtrusive way.

Persuasive technology that uses especially this kind of psychological pro-
cesses (like ambient feedback) is labeled Ambient Persuasive Technology
(Davis, 2008; Ham & Midden, 2010), which was shown to be effective
while being at the “periphery of our attention” (see Wisneski et al.,
1998, p.22), “without conscious attention” (see Ham, Midden, & Beute,
2009, p.5).
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Chapter 1. General introduction

1.2 Ambient Persuasive Technology

Ambient persuasive technology aims to exploit the human peripheral
perception capabilities, while most types of conventional persuasive tech-
nologies are only effective if the user spends ample attention to them. In
many daily situations, people might not be motivated or lack the cogni-
tive capacity to consciously process relatively complex information such
as factual feedback (see Bargh, 1997, for a discussion of the automatic
nature of human thinking). Inspired by Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous
computing (Weiser, 1993), ambient persuasive technology employs the
approach that the “information is moved off the screen into the physical
environment, manifesting itself as subtle changes in form, movements,
sound, color, smell, temperature, or light” (Wisneski et al., 1998, p.23),
instead of employing the attention-demanding approach.

Indeed, more and more, persuasive technologies are integrated into our
environment to deliver persuasive messages, in which humans are not
expected to have high cognitive capacity and spend conscious attention
(e.g., Ham & Midden, 2010; Pousman & Stasko, 2006). Earlier research
by Ishii and Ullmer (1997) suggested the use of ambient media to act
as background interfaces with cyberspace and work at the periphery of
human perception. This allows new forms of influencing through subtle
cues in the ambient environment reflecting changes in light, odor, sound,
airflow and so on (e.g., Baron, 1997; De Ruyter & Aarts, 2004; Ishii &
Ullmer, 1997). For example, studies indicated that ambient stimuli, such
as pleasant ambient odors (e.g., baking cookies, roasting coffee) in the air,
can significantly influence the behavior of people (e.g., Baron & Bronfen,
1994; Baron & Thomley, 1994; Warm, Dember, & Parasuraman, 1991).
That is, passersby were more likely to help the accomplice when pleasant
fragrances were present in the air than when they were absent (Baron
& Thomley, 1994). Also, ambient stimuli, such as colored light, were
used with the intention to reduce water consumption by tracking and
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1.2. Ambient Persuasive Technology

displaying information about water consumption at the sink itself (see
Figure 1.5, Arroyo et al., 2005).

(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: Waterbot: (a) indicating warm water; while (b) indicating cold water.

In this sense, ambient stimuli providing feedback through the visual-
ization of sensed data, in which users process the persuasive messages
occasionally without needing high cognitive, seem well suited to provide
users with feedback in a more subtle manner than direct information
presentation (see Kim, Hong, & Magerko, 2010).
Would persuasive interventions that employ this kind of ambient persua-
sive technology be able to influence a user without receiving conscious
attention from that user? Ham and colleagues (2009) devised a form of
persuasive technology to which the user could not pay conscious attention
because it employed subliminal feedback. That is, participants had to
make 90 different choices (relating to energy consumption) and received
feedback about the correctness of their choice through the presentation
of a smiling or sad face. For some participants, these faces were presented
only for 22 ms, which prohibited conscious perception of these stimuli.
Results suggested that this subliminal feedback led to the same levels
of influencing the user as presenting the faces supraliminally (150 ms).
Interestingly, earlier studies confirmed these cognitively-efficient effects
by showing the non-conscious influence of ambient (e.g., olfactory) cues
on behavior, while participants were unaware of this influence (Holland,
Hendriks, & Aarts, 2005).
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Chapter 1. General introduction

These findings suggested that persuasive technology can influence users’
behaviors or attitudes without receiving conscious attention from that
user. So, ambient persuasive technology might prove to be effective in
stimulating behavior, especially for people who are not motivated to
spend too much attention to certain messages (because they lack moti-
vation or processing capacity for a specific topic). Therefore, ambient
persuasive technology is able to influence attitudes or behaviors with-
out conscious attention to that persuasive technology – not only because
it necessitates a combination of knowledge about very new insights into
(unconscious) psychological mechanisms and very new forms and designs
of persuasive technology, but also because a lot of human day-to-day be-
haviors are driven by unconscious motives (Bargh & Chartrand, 1999)
and thereby the importance of ambient persuasive technologies that in-
fluence these motives might be major.

1.3 Using Lighting in Ambient PT

Designing ambient persuasive technology with light is a promising new
domain that has gained attention in recent years. In particular, the in-
tegration of luminaires into ambient interactive systems enables a novel
way of using light in ambient persuasive technology (see e.g., Ham &
Midden, 2010; Magielse & Ross, 2011). These systems use different cha-
racteristics of lighting such as color, brightness, color temperature, LED
position, and their combination.

The characteristics of lighting make it possible to induce behavior change
that only requires minimal attention and cognitive effort by the user
while being effective. Lighting has specific qualities that make it partic-
ularly suitable for helping users to attain their goals and serve as ambient
persuasive technology. That is, lighting can provide information directly
related to the situation and the task at hand (e.g., by showing a flow of
red waves projected on the ceiling towards an open window, indicating
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heat loss), which allows the user to be easy to understand the information
with low taxing. Also, lighting can be very cheap, energy-friendly, and
easy to install, while maintaining comfort and aesthetically pleasing. In-
terestingly, lighting can be seen by other people present in a room as well,
which induces social pressures as a persuasive mechanism and allowing
for social coordination to enhance group performance (see Shteynberg
& Galinsky, 2011). Finally, lighting can trigger other mediating sys-
tems, like walls or devices with light-sensitive coatings, which create a
vast variety of persuasive applications. In particular, modern-day light-
ing systems (e.g., LED) provides us with new opportunities to mediate
information and function as persuasive lighting. These overwhelming
advantages and potential opportunities that are caused by an increase in
the variety and freedom of light-source form factor and characteristics of
light (e.g., built-in associative information, low conspicuity of light, and
flexibility of lighting dimensions such as intensity, hue, beam shape), set
lighting apart from other (ambient) persuasive mediums.

In parallel with technological developments, the body of knowledge on
the effects of lighting is growing, and we are increasingly aware of the
possible effects that light may have on people. Light affects people visu-
ally (seeing), biologically and psychologically, and therefore has a major
impact on the perception and experience of our environment and every-
thing in it. Lighting also influences our social relations (Magielse & Ross,
2011) and in many cases carries information. As a result of increasing
insights into the possible effects of light, many applications can be con-
ceived of that go well beyond simply illuminating an environment for us
to see.

Earlier research started by focusing on illumination and visual percep-
tion, and showed a multitude of possible effects through the visual sys-
tem. On the whole, researchers addressed issues such as visual task
perception, object recognition, contrast perception and visual comfort
in different light settings (for an overview see Boyce, 2014). This has
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Chapter 1. General introduction

resulted in guidelines for the amount of illumination and tolerated glare
for various situations and tasks (e.g., Vos, 1984).

However, researchers and designers realized that light should not only be
analyzed from a perceptual point of view, but should also be regarded as
a driver of bodily, cognitive, emotional and behavioral responses by the
perceiver in different contexts of everyday life. In other words, research
has shifted towards the physiological and psychological effects of light.

A number of studies have shown the physiological effects of light. In par-
ticular, light plays an important role in regulating important biochemical
processes and neuroendocrine control (for instance, melatonin and cor-
tisol) via the eye (Hughes & Neer, 1981). Light exposure is the most
important stimulus for synchronizing the biological clock (Czeisler et
al., 1989), suppressing pineal melatonin production (Brainard, Rollag,
& Hanifin, 1997) and elevating core body temperature (Badia, Myers,
Boecker, Culpepper, & Harsh, 1991). For example, shifting light from
low (i.e., warm) to high (i.e., cool) color temperature can promote vas-
cular tension regulated by the sympathetic nervous system, resulting in
reducing the decrease of deep body-part temperatures (Higashihara et
al., 2002).

A number of studies have also shown the psychological effects of light.
In our daily life, we may notice that people are usually more cheerful
on a sunny day than people on a dark and foggy day. In the literature,
empirical research has generated a variety of evidence for the psycholo-
gical effects of light. Many studies have indicated the effects of light on
for example attention (Giusa & Perney, 1974), perceived guilt (Aspinall
& Dewar, 1980), time-estimation task performance (Delay & Richard-
son, 1981), interpersonal communication (Giusa & Perney, 1974), per-
formance of various cognitive tasks and interpersonal behaviors (Baron,
Rea, & Daniels, 1992), mood and decision making (Belcher & Kluczny,
1987; McClaughan, Aspinall, & Webb, 1996), self-reported quality of life
(Sörensen & Brunnström, 1995) and environmental atmosphere (Vogels,
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2008).

Among different characteristics of light, color(ed lighting) has been ex-
tensively investigated with respect to its psychological effects. For exam-
ple, a series of experiments indicated that red lighting was more arousing
than colored lighting (e.g., green and blue), as measured by an increased
skin conductance (e.g., Gerard, 1958; Jacobs & Hustmyer, 1974; Wilson,
1966), or as measured by an decreased electroencephalography (EEG) al-
pha activity (e.g., Ali, 1972; Küller, Mikellides, & Janssens, 2009). This
psychological effect of red may be mediated by associations with past
experiences. That is, red is often associated with danger and is often
used as a warning sign, while the color such as blue is associated with
the sea or clear sky (Kaiser, 1984). Also, short wavelength colors such
as blue and green can evoke more pleasant feelings than long wavelength
colors such as orange and red (Bellizzi & Hite, 1992; Kwallek, Lewis,
Lin-Hsiao, & Woodson, 1996; Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994).

Earlier research indicates that lighting can be effectively used as persua-
sive technology. That is, a number of studies revealed that persuasive
feedback that consisted of lighting changes could influence sustainable
behavior (see e.g., Arroyo et al., 2005; Froehlich, 2009; Ham & Midden,
2010; Maan et al., 2011; Van den Bos et al., 2008; Wisneski et al., 1998).
For example, in the 1970’s, Becker and Seligman (1978) investigated the
effectiveness of light that went on “in a highly visible part of the home”
whenever the air conditioner was on, while the outside temperature was
20 ◦C or lower. In this way, homeowners were told that the signaling
device indicated when they could cool their house effectively by open-
ing the windows and turning off their air conditioner. In homes that
contained such signaling device, an average of 15.7% saving in energy
consumption was found. More recently, ambient lighting devices, such
as the Energy Orb, could change color dependent on the time-of-use
tariff in operation (e.g., by glowing red when energy usage reaches a cer-
tain level and green otherwise). Using the same “traffic light” metaphor,
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Kuznetsov and Paulos (2010) designed an ambient lighting persuasive
technology for promoting water conservation. More specially, a green
light is displayed near the faucet as long as the consumption is below
the average of everything previously measured. When the user is about
to exceed the average, the light changes to yellow. It becomes red if the
water has been running for longer than one standard deviation above
average. Finally, it even flashes. More examples of using lighting as an
ambient persuasive medium in the domain of environmental sustainabil-
ity have been proposed, such as Waterbot (Arroyo et al., 2005), Power
Aware Cord (Gustafsson & Gyllenswärd, 2005), Show-Me (Kappel &
Grechenig, 2009), and Energy Curtain (Redström, 2006). These am-
bient lighting displays have lead people to reflect on their behavior and
reconsider sustainability and environmental issues beyond heating energy
or water usage.

Ambient lighting can not only be used effectively as persuasive techno-
logy for promoting environmentally friendly behavior, but also for influ-
encing other kinds of behaviors. In the domain of healthy lifestyle, an
ambient lighting device called MoveLamp can indicate a person’s recent
physical activity (by changing colors from green to red based on his or
her step count via a pedometer) in the person’s workplace and encourage
him or her to integrate a little physical activity into the day (Fortmann,
Stratmann, Boll, Poppinga, & Heuten, 2013). Likewise, a series of LED’s
ranging from green to yellow to red in color, was used to display (on a
bracelet) if a person has moved enough (see NikeFuel @Online, 2016).
Also, twinkly white lights that would be triggered whenever someone ap-
proached them, in order to lure and encourage people to take the stairs
(Rogers, Hazlewood, Marshall, Dalton, & Hertrich, 2010). Lighting as
an ambient persuasive medium has also been employed in other domains
such as justice judgments (Van den Bos et al., 2008), time management
during meetings (Occhialini, Van Essen, & Eggen, 2011).

Ambient lighting used as persuasive technology might be so effective be-
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cause it needs only little amounts of cognitive attention. Interestingly,
Ham and Midden (2010) empirically tested the effect of ambient lighting
feedback through a lamp that could gradually change color (see Figure
1.6) dependent on the amount of energy consumption of the partici-
pant in a certain task, and compared these effects to a more widely-used
factual feedback (i.e., numerical feedback in kWh). Ham and Midden
(2010) found that participants who processed ambient lighting feedback
about their energy consumption in a certain task could easily perform
a second task at the same time, whereas participants who processed
factual energy consumption feedback could not. This research by Ham
and Midden (2010) confirmed that ambient lighting persuasive techno-
logy can still be effective in situations in which more focal persuasive
technology (e.g., factual-evaluative feedback) loses its effectiveness.

Figure 1.6: Ambient lighting feedback as used in the research by Ham and Midden (2010).

1.4 Psychological Perspective

To understand the psychological mechanisms underlying the (ambient)
persuasive technology, we will discuss different process models that in-
fluence people’s attitudes and behaviors in the following sections.

Approaches to persuasion can be ordered according to the amount of
cognitive effort involved in the processes that people focus on (Petty,
Cacioppo, & Goldman, 1981). Psychologists often explain and predict
how implementations of influence strategies affect consumer attitudes
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and behaviors using dual-process theories (for an overview see Chaiken
& Trope, 1999; Smith & DeCoster, 2000).

In the domain of persuasion, the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM)
(Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) is a dual-process theory that proposed that
persuasive messages can affect attitudes through two routes: central and
peripheral routes, based on the amounts of thoughtful information pro-
cessing or the individual’s subjective elaboration demand. More spe-
cifically, the central route is characterized by an individual’s critically
cognitive thinking about task-related arguments and relative merits to
forming judgments about the target behavior. On the other hand, the
peripheral route is characterized by the individual using simple cues or
inferences heuristically in evaluating the target behavior, without cogni-
tive thinking (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Bhattacherjee & Sanford, 2006).
The latter occurs through a more heuristic application.

More recently, the Reflective-Impulsive Model (Strack & Deutsch, 2004)
integrated concepts from motivational science into a dual-process sys-
tem, and proposed that consumer behavior is controlled by two interact-
ing systems that follow different operating principles: reflective system
and impulsive system. In the reflective process, conscious thoughts lead
to deliberate decisions. This process requires a high amount of cog-
nitive capacity, and therefore, distractions will easily interfere with its
operation. The impulsive process, in contrast, occurs automatically and
requires little cognitive capacity. The impulsive system is conceived of
as an associative network (see Smith, 1998) and the basis of the im-
pulsive process is the spreading of activation of associations. In this
impulsive system, the associative links are relatively stable and change
only gradually through learning (e.g., Johnson & Hirst, 1993; McClel-
land, McNaughton, & O’Reilly, 1995; Smith & DeCoster, 2000). As
a consequence, the impulsive system has low flexibility but is fast and
needs no attentional resources. For example, if we see a red traffic light,
associations, such as, dangerous, warning and negativity, may be acti-
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vated in the impulsive system. Such associations have previously been
well learned and will be more readily accessible and guide the subse-
quent process. These associative links in the impulsive system will pro-
vide a cognitively fast shortcut to influence people’s behavior (e.g., road
users will stop before the red traffic light). Generally speaking, in the
reflective-impulsive model, the reflective system generates behavioral de-
cisions that are based on knowledge about facts and values, whereas the
impulsive system elicits behavior through associative links.

From the perspective of dual-process models (e.g., Strack & Deutsch,
2004), many persuasive technologies, such as factual feedback (see Sec-
tion 1.1), do require users to consciously and critically think about
energy-related arguments (e.g., the amount of energy consumption, kWh,
see McCalley & Midden, 2002) to form judgments about energy conser-
vation behavior. As suggested by earlier research (Bargh, 1997), most of
the psychological processes that people use for processing external stimuli
in day-to-day situations, often are associative in nature, unconscious, fast
and automatically activated upon the perception of those stimuli. There-
fore, persuasive technologies such as colored ambient lighting feedback
(see Ham & Midden, 2010) mainly involve cognitively-efficient processes
through more associative links in the impulsive system. That is, users can
process these energy-related arguments (e.g., more red for high energy
consumption, see also Maan et al., 2011) through pre-existing color asso-
ciations without needing too much cognitive efforts. More interestingly,
processes in the impulsive system may also be accompanied by experien-
tial processes (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). These experiential processes are
also associative in nature but involve less cognition (e.g., Dijksterhuis,
Bargh, & Miedema, 2000; Zajonc, 1980) compared to associative proc-
esses in the impulsive domain of the cognitive system. For example, a
person can change their behavior when he/she feels uncomfortable (i.e.,
outside of his/her comfort zone) without necessarily spending cognitive
efforts on processing external stimuli.
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In the current thesis, we will focus on understanding the psychologi-
cal mechanisms, especially cognitively-efficient processes, which could
explain the effectiveness of using ambient lighting in persuasive techno-
logy.

1.5 Research Goals

As described at the beginning of this chapter, most types of conven-
tional persuasive technologies are only effective if the user spends ample
attention to them. However, in many situations, people might not be
motivated or lack the cognitive capacity to consciously process relatively
complex information such as factual-evaluated feedback (Bargh, 1997).
Cognitive tasks may require information processing that taxes working
memory. Such tasks may hinder feedback information to be processed
due to limited processing capacity (for a discussion on cognitive capacity
see Smyth, 1994, p.142). Ambient lighting could deliver more sensory
persuasive messages, in which the processes of this type of persuasive
technology often are associative in nature. These associative processes
in the impulsive system have low flexibility but are fast and need lit-
tle (or no) attentional resources (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Furthermore,
processes in the impulsive system may also be accompanied by an experi-
ential state of awareness. That is, without necessarily knowing its origin,
people may experience a feeling with its distinct phenomenal quality. For
example, a person may have a visual perception of lightness or darkness,
a pleasant or unpleasant feeling, or the experience of pain or familiarity
without knowing the concepts or categories of light, pleasantness, pain
or familiarity. Thus, the experiential processes in the impulsive system
are associative in nature, but involve less cognition (e.g., Dijksterhuis et
al., 2000; Zajonc, 1980).

Therefore, based on previous research and theories, we set two main goals
for this thesis:
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(1) Understanding the associative processes of ambient lighting
persuasive technology. More specifically, we aimed to explore the role
of color associations of ambient lighting for the effectiveness of ambient
persuasive technology (Chapter 2), and of color associations in their
context (Chapter 3).

(2) Understanding the experiential processes of ambient light-
ing persuasive technology. More specifically, we aimed to explore the
influence of ambient lighting on people’s (thermal) experiences (Chapter4).

1.6 Overview of the Chapters

In Chapter 2, we present two studies that investigate the effects of
color associations of ambient lighting feedback on the ease of processing
the feedback messages, and furthermore on energy conservation behavior.
More specifically, we argue that colors of ambient lighting feedback could
carry meanings that have strong and consistent associations with energy
consumption, which could help users easily process feedback messages,
and thereby enhance the effectiveness of ambient persuasive technology.
An online pre-test was conducted to investigate the strength of diffe-
rent color associations (of lighting feedback) with energy consumption.
Two studies were conducted to investigate the effects of color association
strength (strongly-associated vs. weakly-associated) and color associa-
tion consistency (consistent vs. inconsistent) on the ease of processing
of feedback messages, and furthermore on users’ energy consumption
behavior.

Thereby, Chapter 2 will help us uncover important underlying mecha-
nisms behind the effectiveness of ambient lighting persuasive technology,
by studying the effects of color associations of ambient lighting feedback
on ease of processing. Still, we argue that for understanding the role
of color associations, the context in which these colors are presented is
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crucial. That is, associations of color are highly context-dependent as
indicated by Color-In-Context theory (Elliot & Maier, 2012).

Therefore, in Chapter 3, we aim to investigate the influence of a color’s
context (the context in which colors were presented as energy feedback)
on user’s interpretation of feedback messages, and furthermore, on the
effectiveness of this feedback (for influencing energy conservation be-
havior). We argue that the (at least with respect to energy-related)
information that color-based ambient persuasive technology carries is
highly context-dependent. More specifically, a fitting context in which
color-based ambient persuasive technology is presented could shape the
associations of colors, which makes the feedback messages directly under-
standable. Moreover, this context can increase the persuasive power of
ambient persuasive technology to promote energy conservation behavior.

For understanding the psychological mechanisms underlying effectiveness
of ambient lighting feedback, we study in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 the
associative processes of feedback messages. These associative processes
are one part of the impulsive cognitive processes (Strack & Deutsch,
2004). Importantly, processes in the impulsive cognitive system, to some
degree, may also consist of experiential processes (Strack & Deutsch,
2004). These experiential processes are also associative in nature but
involve less cognition (e.g., Dijksterhuis et al., 2000; Zajonc, 1980).

Therefore, in Chapter 4, we extend our understanding of the mecha-
nisms behind the effectiveness of ambient lighting persuasive technology
by exploring the experiential process. More specifically, we argue that
thermal experience is one of the main reasons people have for conserving
energy or not (see also Becker et al., 1981; Heijs & Stringer, 1988). There-
fore, we proposed that ambient lighting might be used to influence user’s
thermal experiences (e.g., by emitting a “warm” or “cold” light) and
thereby influence user’s room temperature perception and motivation to
change room temperature. We conducted two studies to investigate the
effects of color temperature of room lighting on participants’ perception
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of room temperature, and their motivation to change room temperature
settings.

In Chapter 5, we first discuss the main findings and contributions of
the studies presented in the thesis. Then, we identify general limitations
and directions for future research. In addition, we briefly address the
ethical consideration of using ambient lighting in persuasive technology.
Finally, we present the general conclusion of the thesis.
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2 | The role of color associa-
tions

Although earlier research (e.g., Arroyo et al., 2005; Maan et al.,
2011; Wilson et al., 2013) showed that ambient lighting serving

as persuasive feedback can be effective for influencing energy conserva-
tion behavior, the underlying mechanisms behind this effectiveness re-
main unclear. In this chapter, we argue that colors of lighting feedback
could carry meaning that has pre-existing associations with energy con-
sumption. These associations could help users easily process the feedback
messages, and thereby enhance the effectiveness of ambient persuasive
technology.

2.1 Introduction

According to the International Energy Outlook 2015, the growth of
global primary energy consumption continued to accelerate in 2014 de-

This chapter is largely based on:
Lu, S., Ham, J. & Midden, C. (2016). The influence of color association strength and consistency
on ease of processing of ambient lighting feedback. Journal of Environmental Psychology. (Vol. 47,
pp. 204-212).
Lu, S., Ham, J. & Midden, C. (2014). Using ambient lighting in persuasive communication: The
role of pre-existing color associations. In L.Gamberini, A. Spagnolli, & L. Chittaro (Eds.): PER-
SUASIVE 2014, LNCS 8462 (PP. 167-178). Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014.
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spite stagnant global economic growth (Energy Information Administra-
tion, 2015). The threats of growing greenhouse gasses and exhaustion of
natural resources have urged nations worldwide to seek for substantial
reduction in energy consumption. Next to the importance of technolo-
gical solutions such as efficient systems and renewable energy sources,
consumer behavior plays a crucial role in reducing the level of energy
consumption. For instance, an actual 1 ◦C decrease, from 20 ◦C to 19 ◦C,
results in heating energy savings of 7% (Briand & Pras, 2010). There-
fore, the question of how to promote pro-environmental behavior (e.g.,
energy conservation behavior) has become highly relevant in the domain
of energy sustainability (Midden & Ham, 2012).

Various interventions and incentives have been used to promote energy
conservation behavior (see Abrahamse et al., 2005; Midden et al., 2007).
One strategy is embedding feedback in user-system interaction, and such
feedback interventions have been employed to promote energy conserva-
tion behavior. For example, McCalley and Midden (2002) demonstrated
in several studies that immediate feedback by adding an energy meter to
the user interface of a washing machine could persuade users to use 21%
less energy. Another, more recent, novel smart home system (Jahn et
al., 2010) used intuitive user interfaces that could show energy consump-
tion data, (e.g. energy price, energy source, standby consumption). This
kind of feedback allowed users to judge levels of household energy con-
sumption and consume energy efficiently. Relatedly, Ham and Midden
(2010) proposed another form of interactive feedback by making use of
a social robot. This social robot showed signs of disapproval or negative
social incentives (e.g., a sad face) as feedback about energy consumption.
This form of social feedback (i.e., a persuasive robotic agent) was found
to be able to more effectively induce behavior change among human
users, compared to the effects of interactive factual-evaluative feedback
(directly indicating the amount of kWh, see Ham & Midden, 2010).

However, some forms of persuasive technology that were designed to
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change people’s attitudes or behaviors in a predetermined way might not
be very practical for many day-to-day situations. For example, factual
feedback messages may be relatively complex and loose their persuasive
power in situations that require high cognitive capacity. Likewise, social
feedback requires user’s focal attention because users have to focus on
the feedback messages consciously. So, in daily situations, people might
lack the focal attention or cognitive capacity to consciously process these
feedback information (Bargh & Williams, 2006).

Concerning a form of feedback that could be less sensitive to a lack of
focal attention and cognitive capacity, earlier research (e.g., Maan et al.,
2011) proposed to use another form of feedback that was easier to pro-
cess: ambient feedback. Ishii and Ullmer (1997) suggested the use of
ambient media such as light, airflow, and sound to act as background
influences and work at the periphery of human perception. The concept
of ambient persuasive technology was investigated by research (see e.g.,
E. Aarts, Markopoulos, & De Ruyter, 2007; Davis, 2008; Ham, Midden,
& Beute, 2009; Martinez & Geltz, 2005; Schmidt, 2005; Wisneski et al.,
1998). According to earlier research, ambient persuasive technology was
shown to be effective while being provided at the “periphery of our atten-
tion”(Wisneski et al., 1998, p.22), “without conscious attention”(Ham et
al., 2009, p.5).

In line with the proposed concept of ambient persuasive technology, Ar-
royo and colleagues (2005) presented ambient feedback through provid-
ing colored lighting reflecting the temperature of the water without al-
tering the function of the sink. For example, one of their designs was
called HeatSink and it consisted of colored LEDs mounted around the
faucet aerator that could illuminate the stream of water with a red light
when water was hot, and blue when water was cold. This HeatSink
could inform subtle behavior change regarding water use while increas-
ing the functionality of the sink. Also, a case study by Wilson and col-
leagues (2013) suggested that effective ambient feedback could be pro-
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vided through light and sound on the status of the heating system in
tandem with the status of their windows, so to convey the energy conse-
quences of their behavior directly. For example, if a window is opened in
tandem with a detected increase in radiator surface temperature, the col-
ored light corresponding to temperature immediately displays a warning
light (e.g., red) to indicate waste.

Feedback given through this kind of ambient persuasive technology can
help users in those day-to-day situations, in which users lack cognitive
capacity or focal attention to process feedback information. In line with
earlier research (Petty, Cacioppo, & Kasmer, 2015; Strack & Deutsch,
2004), the processing of this more simple information, as provided by
ambient feedback, requires less cognitive capacity and attentional re-
sources compared to the processing of complex information, as provided
by factual feedback.

Recent research indeed confirmed that ambient persuasive technology
can still be effective in situations in which more focal persuasive techno-
logy (e.g., factual-evaluative feedback as described above) loses its effec-
tiveness. That is, research by Maan and colleagues (2011) explored the
fundamental characteristics of ambient feedback. This research tested
the effect of feedback through a lamp that could gradually change color
dependent on the amount of energy consumption of the participant in a
certain task, and compared these effects to a more widely-used factual
feedback (i.e., numerical feedback in kWh). Results indicated that feed-
back through ambient lighting was more effective for influencing energy
conservation behavior than numerical feedback. In addition, processing
ambient lighting feedback seemed easier in the sense that performing an
additional cognitive load task did not interfere with the feedback. How-
ever, the underlying mechanisms which could explain the effectiveness of
processing ambient feedback messages remain largely unclear.

In the current research, we explore the role of associations. We argue
that colors of lighting feedback could carry meaning that has pre-existing
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associations with the target behavior (i.e., energy conservation behavior
in the current research). These associations could help users easily un-
derstand the feedback messages, and thereby, increase the persuasive
effectiveness of ambient lighting feedback. For instance, the color pair,
red vs. green (as used in Maan et al., 2011), indicated higher energy
consumption levels for shades of red and shades of green indicated lower
consumption levels. It seems that these pre-existing associations of col-
ored lighting feedback lead to less energy consumption compared to the
numerical feedback that lacks these associations. However, this research
did not study the content of the associations and the nature of the asso-
ciative processes.

Concerning the importance of associations, earlier research has shown
that associations, especially color associations, can be very important in
object recognition tasks, like detecting a target object (e.g., animal) in
either color or gray-scale natural scenes (Otsuka & Kawaguchi, 2009).
These color associations can help people to easily detect the target object
for the reason that color information in the image is similar to the daily
vision, and linking to pre-existing associations.

Therefore, the main aim of the current research is to test whether lighting
feedback with colors that have pre-existing associations with energy sav-
ing as target behavior, is easier to process compared to lighting feedback
with colors that do not have these associations. We argue that lighting
feedback with colors that have pre-existing associations with energy con-
sumption could help users easily process the feedback messages. Such
associative processes are less dependent of user’s cognitive capacity. In
contrast, when lighting feedback uses colors lacking these pre-existing as-
sociations, it would be a lot more difficult to learn whether the message
indicates high or low energy consumption.

In addition to the effect of associations on the ease of processing feedback
messages, we are also interested in exploring the effect of associations on
energy consumption behavior. As an exploratory test, we added energy
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consumption scores as our second dependent variable. We argue that
these pre-existing associations of colored lighting feedback could promote
users to consume less energy than the lighting feedback with colors that
lack these associations.

2.2 Study 2.1
In Study 2.1, preceding the lab experiment, an online survey was con-
ducted to explore the strength of different color associations with energy
consumption. Fifty-two participants (average age 23.0 years old, SD =
.40) were invited to fill in a questionnaire about the association strength
of 21 color pairs (e.g., red vs. purple; yellow vs. blue). For each color
pair, we posed the question “Please indicate whether you think a fol-
lowing specific color pair is strongly associated with high vs. low energy
consumption?” Results of this survey showed that participants reported
the color pair, red vs. green, to be the most strongly associated with
energy consumption, and the color pair, yellow vs. purple, to be the
most weakly associated with energy consumption.
Therefore, following this online survey, we defined two types of light-
ing feedback: strongly-associated vs. weakly-associated lighting feed-
back (see Table 2.1). The strongly-associated lighting feedback could
gradually change colors between red and green dependent on heating
energy consumption through an ambient LED wall washer. Likewise,
the weakly-associated lighting feedback could gradually change colors
between yellow and purple. Using these two types of colored ambient
lighting as energy feedback, a lab experiment was set up in which par-
ticipants had the opportunity to conserve energy in a series of tasks (a
comparable thermostat task that was successfully used in earlier research,
see Maan et al., 2011) while receiving the lighting feedback.
First of all, to test whether strongly-associated lighting feedback was
easier to process than weakly-associated lighting feedback, we manipu-
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Table 2.1: The colors used as strongly-associated feedback and weakly-associated feedback
in Study 2.1.

strongly-associated feedback weakly-associated feedback
red = high*
green = low

yellow = high
purple = low

*high = high energy consumption level; and low = low energy consumption level

lated the cognitive load of participants. To manipulate cognitive load,
we distracted half of the participants while they were performing the
energy conservation task. For this, we used an additional cognitive load
task consisting of a random number recognition task. The cognitive load
task was comparable to the successful cognitive load manipulation used
in the research by Marsh and Hicks (1998). We argued that those par-
ticipants who were requested to perform this additional cognitive load
task, a lack of strong associations of lighting feedback could interfere
with the processing of feedback messages, leading to a longer completion
time of the energy conservation task. Therefore, we expected an interac-
tion effect (H2.1.1) of color association strength × cognitive load on task
completion time. That is, for participants who received lighting feedback
with colors that had weak associations, performing the additional cog-
nitive load task would cause slower processing of the feedback messages
(i.e., resulting in longer programming time of the thermostat task). In
contrast, for participants who received lighting feedback with colors that
had strong associations, performing this additional cognitive load task
would not increase the processing time of those feedback messages.

Second, as an exploratory test, we argued that lighting feedback with
colors that had strong energy associations could help users correctly in-
terpret feedback messages, and thereby promote users to consume less
energy. Compared to the main manipulation of feedback type (light-
ing feedback vs. factual feedback) in research by Maan and Colleagues
(2011), we had a comparable manipulation of feedback type by using
strongly-associated vs. weakly-associated lighting feedback. Therefore,
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in line with their findings, we expected the main effect (H2.1.2) of color
association strength on energy consumption behavior. That is, strongly-
associated lighting feedback would have stronger persuasive effects (lead-
ing to lower energy consumption) than weakly-associated lighting feed-
back. In other words, participants who received strongly-associated light-
ing feedback would consume less energy in the thermostat task than
participants who received weakly-associated lighting feedback. In line
with the findings by Maan and colleagues (2011), we did not expect the
interaction effect on energy consumption behavior in this experimental
setup.

2.2.1 Method

Participants and Design

Ninety-nine native Dutch participants (54 male and 45 female) took part
in this experiment, with an average age of 23.4 years old (SD = 4.97). Of
those, most of them were students from Eindhoven University of Tech-
nology. We invited only participants who were not color blind. All of
them were randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions:
2 (color association strength: strongly-associated vs. weakly-associated
with energy consumption) × 2 (cognitive load: low vs. high). The experi-
ment lasted 30 minutes. Participants were paid e 5 for their participation
at the end of the session.

Materials and Procedures

All the tasks we used in this experiment were fully computerized, and
the lighting feedback was provided via the wall washers (LEDs that illu-
minate the side walls). Participants could perceive the lighting feedback
at the periphery of their perception while paying focal attention to a
screen-based task (see Figure 2.1).
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(a) Red (b) Green (c) Yellow (d) Purple

Figure 2.1: Programmable LED wall washers on the side walls indicating (a) high and (b)
low energy consumption levels in strongly-associated lighting feedback condition; (c) high
and (d) low energy consumption level in weakly-associated lighting feedback condition.

Upon arrival, each participant was asked to read and sign an informed
consent form stating the general purpose of the research and their will-
ingness to participate in this research. The procedure of the experiment
was visualized in Figure 2.2. First, participants were requested to sit
in front of the computer, on which an LCD thermostat was presented.
This simulated programmable thermostat panel (see Figure 2.3), a model
of an available central heating interface in Dutch households, was used
to collect data about participants’ energy consumption scores while per-
forming virtual temperature-setting tasks for several scenarios (e.g., “It is
afternoon and you are not at home. The outside temperature is 20 ◦C”).
For each scenario, participants were asked to strive for two goals: (1)
to consume as little energy as possible for heating the room, and (2) to
maintain a temperature level that they deemed as comfortable as possi-
ble.

	

Introduction	to	the	thermostat	panel	

0min	 10	

2	practice	trials	

10	experimental	trials	

15	 25	 30min	

Demographic	question	

Introduction	to	lighting	feedback	
feedbacktask	

5	

Figure 2.2: The timeline of the experiment in Study 2.1.

After the introduction to the simulated programmable thermostat panel
and the lighting feedback (the only feedback in the experiment), parti-
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cipants had to complete two practice trials. The ten experimental trials
that followed were similar to the practice trials, with scenarios varying
outside temperature from −5 ◦C to 19 ◦C, varying daily periods, and pres-
ence or absence of the user. When participants hit the “finish” button for
each scenario, we registered the energy consumption scores correspond-
ing to the final setting, and the total amount of time a participant used
for that scenario.

Figure 2.3: A simulated programmable heating system interface used to gather data about
the participant’s energy consumption behavior in Study 2.1.

For the cognitive load manipulation, only participants in the high load
condition performed an additional cognitive load task while setting the
thermostat. This cognitive task was comparable to the successful cog-
nitive load manipulation in earlier research (Marsh & Hicks, 1998), and
was presented during all ten experimental scenarios. Participants heard
a random series of recorded spoken numbers from 1 to 30 (in Dutch)
with a 3 seconds interval. We registered the number of correct responses
(pressing the space bar whenever they heard an odd number).

The temperatures that participants set during each scenario were used to
determine the lighting colors. In the strongly-associated lighting feedback
condition, the LED light was given a red color in the peripheral environ-
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ment when energy consumption (based on the temperatures participants
set on the programmable thermostat) was at a high level, and a green
color when at a low level. When a participant’s thermostat settings lead
to energy consumption between the high and low level, the peripheral
lighting was set to a color between green and red in different saturation
with the same brightness level. White was set as the neutral color cor-
responding to medium energy consumption level in this experiment (see
Figure 2.4). In the weakly-associated lighting feedback condition, yellow
lighting represented high energy consumption and purple represented low
energy consumption.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	

	 …	 	 …	 	 …	 	 …	 	 …	 	 …	 	

Very	high	
Energy	consumption	level:	

Medium	 Very	low	

Figure 2.4: The link between energy consumption level and the color of strongly-associated
lighting feedback (color can continuously change according to the thermostat setting).

Finally, participants answered several demographic questions, were de-
briefed and thanked for their participation.

We constructed two main dependent variables: (1) task completion time,
by averaging the times a participant spent on each of the 10 scenarios,
and (2) energy consumption scores per scenario, by using the energy
consumption scores corresponding to the final setting of each scenario.

2.2.2 Results

To test whether lighting feedback with colors that had strong associations
with energy consumption was easier to process than lighting feedback
that used colors with weak associations with energy consumption, we
analyzed the average task completion time per scenario and submitted
these to a 2 (color association strength: strongly-associated vs. weakly-
associated) × 2 (cognitive load: low vs. high) between-subject ANOVA.
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As advised by earlier research (Ratcliff, 1993), the response time should
exclude outliers of more than two SDs from the average response time.
Therefore, we reported our analysis of the variable task completion time
with and without these (six out of 99) participants who scored outliers.

Supporting our first hypothesis (H2.1.1), results showed the expected in-
teraction effect of color association strength × cognitive load on task com-
pletion time, F (1, 89) = 4.33, p = .04, η2 = .046 (see Figure 2.5). That
is, participants receiving weakly-associated lighting feedback spent more
time to program the thermostat task while performing an additional
cognitive load task (M = 39.5s, SD = 13.4) compared to participants
receiving weakly-associated lighting feedback while not performing this
additional cognitive load task (M = 30.2s, SD = 5.4), F (1, 89) = 8.72,
p = .004, η2 = .089. In contrast and as expected, this difference was
not found between participants who received strongly-associated lighting
feedback in the high cognitive load condition (M = 35.3s, SD = 8.65)
and participants receiving strongly-associated lighting feedback in the
low cognitive load condition (M = 35.0s, SD = 12.5), F (1, 89) = 0.01,
p = .92, η2 < .0011.

To explore the effects of color associations of lighting feedback on energy
consumption behavior, the 10 energy consumption scores (correspond-
ing to the final setting of each of the 10 scenarios) of one participant
were submitted to the a 2 (color association strength: strongly-associated
vs. weakly-associated) × 2 (cognitive load: low vs. high) × 10 (scenarios)
repeated-measures ANOVA, with scenarios as the repeated factor. In

1When we included the six outliers on the measure for task completion time, the interaction
effect was comparable, F (1, 95) = 3.76, p = .055, η2 = .038. More specifically, participants receiving
weakly-associated lighting feedback needed more time to program the thermostat in the high cogni-
tive load condition (M = 44.3s, SD = 16.4) compared to participants receiving weakly-associated
lighting feedback in the low cognitive load condition (M = 30.2s, SD = 5.4), F (1, 95) = 13.89,
p < .001, η2 = .128. While, this difference was not found between participants receiving strongly-
associated lighting feedback in the high cognitive load condition (M = 38.9s, SD = 15.2) and partic-
ipant receiving strongly-associated lighting feedback in the low cognitive load condition (M = 35.0s,
SD = 12.5), F (1, 95) = 1.11, p = .29, η2 = .012.
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Figure 2.5: Averaged task completion time as a result of color association strength (strongly-
associated vs. weakly-associated) and cognitive load (low vs. high) in Study 2.1. Error bars
attached to each column in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.

line with our second hypothesis (H2.1.2), results showed that partici-
pants who received lighting feedback with colors that had strong as-
sociations with energy consumption used less energy (EMM = 646.8,
SE = 27.8) than participants who received lighting feedback with colors
that have weak associations with energy consumption (EMM = 727.0,
SD = 28.7), F (1, 95) = 4.03, p = .048, η2 = .041 (see Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Averaged energy consumption score as a result of color association strength
(strongly-associated vs. weakly-associated) in Study 2.1. Error bars attached to each column
in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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2.2.3 Discussion

As expected, results of Study 2.1 showed that only participants who
received lighting feedback with colors that had strong energy associa-
tions, processed the feedback messages independent of being distracted
or not (i.e., participants were requested to perform an additional cogni-
tive load task while programming the thermostat task). In other words,
for participants who received lighting feedback with colors that lacked
these strong associations, it was more difficult to process the energy con-
sumption feedback messages, and thereby this additional cognitive load
task hindered their processing time of feedback messages. Also, results
revealed that these strong associations lead to a stronger persuasive ef-
fectiveness of this lighting feedback than the weak associations of lighting
feedback, resulting in less energy consumption in the thermostat task.

2.3 Study 2.2

To extend our insight in the processing of color associations, we de-
signed a second study to explore the other factor of color associations,
in which we added lighting feedback with colors that were inconsistent
with pre-existing energy associations (e.g., more red for lower energy con-
sumption, and more green for higher energy consumption). In Study 2.2,
we created a second color association factor, consistency, which allowed
for independently manipulating color association consistency and color
association strength (as used in Study 2.1). More specifically, we cre-
ated inconsistent versions of strongly-associated and weakly-associated
lighting feedback. In these inconsistent versions of lighting feedback,
we reversed the meaning of colors to indicate the energy consumption
level. That is, for the inconsistent strongly-associated lighting feedback,
users received red light when their energy consumption was low, and
green light when their energy consumption was high. For the incon-
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sistent weakly-associated lighting feedback, users received yellow light
when their energy consumption was low and purple light when their
energy consumption was high.

Different from the first study, in Study 2.2, all participants were re-
quested to perform an additional cognitive load task while the color
association strength and the color association consistency were manip-
ulated between participants. Also, to improve the behavioral measure,
in Study 2.2, we added a more sensitive measure of energy consumption
behavior by collecting the energy consumption scores based on partici-
pants’ actions during the whole thermostat task (as suggested in earlier
research by Ruijten, Midden, & Ham, 2015). However, in Study 2.1, we
only collected the energy consumption scores corresponding to the final
setting of each scenario.

Results of Study 2.1 showed that lighting feedback that had colors with
strong energy associations could help users to easily process feedback
messages (e.g., colors indicated high or low energy consumption), and
thereby, resulting in lower energy consumption in the thermostat task.
Besides the color association strength (i.e., strong vs. weak associations),
we argued that lighting feedback would be more effective when colors
are consistent with pre-existing associations compared to colors which
were inconsistent with pre-existing associations. For instance, for the
same color pair that was used to have inconsistent associations with
pre-existing associations (see Table 2.2), we explored whether strongly-
associated lighting feedback could still help users easily process these
feedback messages.

In Study 2.2, our main aim is to investigate the effects of color associ-
ation consistency of lighting feedback on the ease of processing of feed-
back messages. We argued that the consistency of color’s strong energy
associations could help users to easily process the feedback messages
(e.g., whether that color indicated high or low energy consumption), and
thereby, increase the persuasive effectiveness of this lighting feedback
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Table 2.2: The colors used for two factors of color associations (color association strength
and color association consistency) in Study 2.2.

color association consistency
consistent inconsistent

color association strength strongly-associated red = high*
green = low

green = high
red = low

weakly-associated yellow = high
purple = low

purple = high
yellow = low

*high = high energy consumption level; and low = low energy consumption level

(for influencing energy conservation behaviors). In other words, lighting
feedback with colors that lacked consistent and strong energy associa-
tions may slow down users’ processing of feedback messages. As argued
above, we expected the interaction effect (H2.2.1) of color association
strength and color association consistency on the task completion time.
That is, lighting feedback with colors that were inconsistent with strong
energy associations would interfere with users’ processing of feedback
messages, resulting in an increase of time for the thermostat program-
ming task. However, for colors with weak energy associations, reversing
the meaning of colors (i.e., more purple for either lower or higher energy
consumption) would moderate users processing of these feedback mes-
sages to a smaller extent.

To explore the effects of color association consistency on energy consump-
tion behavior, we included the energy consumption scores corresponding
to the final setting of each scenario (the same measure as used in Study
2.1) and the dynamic energy consumption scores after each action (the
more sensitive measure added in Study 2.2) as two dependent variables.

Therefore, we expected the main effect (H2.2.2) of color association con-
sistency on energy consumption scores per scenario. That is, inconsi-
stent versions of lighting feedback would decrease the persuasive power
of lighting feedback, resulting in consuming more energy per each task
scenario. Additionally, as discussed above, in order to detect the rel-
atively small and indirect behavior effects, we added a more sensitive
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measure of energy consumption behavior by collecting the energy con-
sumption scores based on participants’ actions during the whole thermo-
stat task. Therefore, we also expected (H2.2.3) that participants would
reduce more energy consumption per action during the thermostat task
when receiving consistent lighting feedback compared to participants re-
ceiving inconsistent lighting feedback.

2.3.1 Method

Participants and Design

One-hundred-and-one native Dutch participants (69 male and 32 female)
were recruited by using a local database of participants. We invited only
participants who had not taken part in our Study 2.1 and who were not
color blind. All of them were randomly assigned to one of four experi-
mental conditions: 2 (color association strength: strongly-associated vs.
weakly-associated with energy consumption) × 2 (color association con-
sistency: consistent vs. inconsistent). This experiment also lasted 30
minutes. Participants were paid e 5 for their participation at the end of
the session.

Materials and Procedures

The experimental procedure of the current study was completely identi-
cal to the experimental procedure of Study 2.1, with the exception that
all participants in the current experiment have to perform an additional
cognitive load task (whereas only half of the participants have to perform
this task in Study 2.1). Moreover, we also collected energy consumption
scores based on the difference of energy consumption between every set-
ting and the previous setting (caused by an action performed by the
participant, e.g., increasing the thermostat temperature). This value
showed the immediate effect of the lighting feedback on participants’
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energy use. A positive energy use indicated that a participant used more
energy than in the previous setting, and a negative energy use indicated
that the participant used less energy compared to the previous setting.

We constructed three main dependent variables: (1) task completion
time, by averaging the times a participant needed on each of the 10 sce-
narios, (2) energy consumption scores per scenario, by using the energy
consumption scores corresponding to the final setting of each scenario
(the identical measure of energy scores as used in Study 2.1), and (3) the
change of energy consumption scores per action, by using the difference
of energy consumption scores between every setting and the previous
setting.

2.3.2 Results

To investigate the interaction effects of the color association strength
and consistency of lighting feedback on the processing time of feedback
messages, we submitted the average task completion time per scenario to
a 2 (color association strength: strongly vs. weakly) × 2 (color association
consistency: consistent vs. inconsistent) between-subject ANOVA. As in
Study 2.1, we reported our analysis of the variable task completion time
with and without six (out of 101) outliers (more than two SDs from the
average task completion time, the same as in Study 2.1, Ratcliff, 1993).
In line with our first hypothesis (H2.2.1), results showed the interaction
effect on task completion time, F (1, 91) = 9.90, p = .002, η2 = .098 (see
Figure 2.7). That is, only participants receiving lighting feedback with
colors that are inconsistent with strong energy associations, spent more
time on programming the thermostat task (M = 46.7s, SD = 12.0) than
participants receiving lighting feedback with colors that are consistent
with strong energy consumption (M = 37.9s, SD = 9.6), F (1, 91) =
8.06, p = .005, η2 = .083. In contrast and as expected, this difference
was not found for the participants who received consistent or inconsistent
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feedback with colors that have weak energy associations, F (1, 91) = 2.49,
p = .118, η2 = .027. In other words, for colors that lacked strong energy
associations, reversing the meaning of the two colors did not moderate
users processing time of these feedback messages2.
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Figure 2.7: Averaged task completion time as a result of color association strength (strongly-
associated vs. weakly-associated) and color association consistency (consistent vs. inconsi-
stent) in Study 2.2. Error bars attached to each column in the figure indicate 95% confidence
intervals.

To explore the effects of the color association consistency of lighting
feedback on energy consumption behavior, we analyzed two dependent
variables, respectively. First, the 10 energy consumption scores of one
participant (over the 10 scenarios) were submitted to a 2 (color asso-
ciation strength: strongly-associated vs. weakly-associated) × 2 (color
association consistency: consistent vs. inconsistent) × 10 (scenarios)
repeated-measures ANOVA, with scenarios as a repeated factor. Not
supporting our second hypothesis (H2.2.2), results indicated that parti-
cipants receiving consistent lighting feedback did not consume less (or
more) energy in the thermostat programming task (i.e., average energy

2When we included the six outliers on the measure for task completion time, the interaction effect
was comparable, F (1, 97) = 3.76, p = .056, η2 = .037. More specifically, only participants receiving
lighting feedback with colors that are inconsistent with strong energy associations, spent more time
on programming the thermostat task (M = 47.9s, SD = 14.9) than participants receiving lighting
feedback with colors that are consistent with strong energy consumption (M = 39.4s, SD = 12.0),
F (1, 97) = 5.38, p = .022, η2 = .053. However, this difference was not found for the participants
who received consistent or inconsistent feedback with colors that have weak energy associations,
F (1, 97) = .18, p = .67, η2 = .002.
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consumption scores, EMM = 666.3, SE = 29.2) than participants re-
ceiving inconsistent lighting feedback (EMM = 705.4, SE = 28.6),
F (1, 94) = .91, p = .34, η2 = .010 (see Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Averaged energy consumption score as a result of color association consistency
(consistent vs. inconsistent) in Study 2.2. Error bars attached to each column in the figure
indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Second, to explore the behavior effects, in the current study, we added
a more sensitive measure of energy consumption behavior. Therefore,
the change of energy consumption scores per action3 were submitted
to a Linear Mixed-Effects Model with a 2 (color association strength:
strongly-associated vs. weakly-associated with energy consumption) ×
2 (color association consistency: consistent vs. inconsistent) between-
subjects design with the specific thermostat task scenario as the random
factor. Supporting our third hypothesis (H2.2.3), participants receiv-
ing consistent lighting feedback decreased more energy per each action
(EMM = −14.2, SE = 2.11) than participants receiving inconsistent
lighting feedback (EMM = −10.1, SE = 1.96), F (1, 4623.83) = 8.48,
p = .004 (see Figure 2.9).

3change of energy consumption scores per each action = the current-action energy consumption
score − the previous-action energy consumption score.
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Figure 2.9: The change of energy consumption scores per action as a result of color asso-
ciation consistency (consistent vs. inconsistent) in Study 2.2. Error bars attached to each
column in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.

2.3.3 Discussion

The main aim of Study 2.2 was to investigate the effects of the color
association consistency of lighting feedback on the ease of processing of
feedback messages. In line with our hypotheses, results showed that for
participants who received the inconsistent version of strongly-associated
lighting feedback, more time was needed to process the feedback mes-
sages compared to participants who received the consistent version of
strongly-associated lighting feedback. However, when participants pro-
cessed feedback messages without strong pre-existing color associations
to energy consumption, reversing the meaning of the two colors (e.g.,
either yellow indicates high or low energy consumption level) did not
moderate users processing time of these feedback messages.

Although the results of Study 2.2 did not show the main effects on energy
consumption scores at a trial level, results of this study did show the
expected main effect on energy behavioral change, that is, the consistent
version of lighting feedback caused more energy behavioral changes than
the inconsistent version of lighting feedback.

The evidence of the main effects on energy behavioral change, instead
of on energy consumption scores per trial, might be due to various rea-
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sons. Most importantly, compared to the energy consumption scores per
trial (corresponding to the final setting of each scenario), the sensitive
behavioral measure by collecting energy consumption scores per action
included large parts of causes for the variation in energy consumption
scores during a given period, such as between two actions. Therefore, it
was not surprising the change of energy consumption scores was more
sensitive in detecting these main effects, compared to the energy con-
sumption scores at the trial level.

2.4 General discussion

The aim of this research was to empirically test the psychological mecha-
nisms of color associations behind the effective ambient lighting feedback
(as used in Maan et al., 2011) on energy conservation behavior. In this
research, we argued that colored lighting feedback could carry mean-
ing that had pre-existing associations with energy consumption. These
strong and consistent associations could help users easily process the
feedback messages, and thereby enhance effectiveness of ambient persua-
sive technology. In contrast, for colors that had weak energy associations
or colors that were inconsistent with these strong energy associations,
such lighting feedback could hinder users in easily processing the feed-
back messages (as indicated by slower processing of feedback messages)
and result in a decrease of the effectiveness of this lighting feedback.
Therefore, two studies were conducted to test these effects. In the first
study, to investigate the effects of color associations of lighting feedback
on the ease of processing of the feedback messages, we manipulated color
association strength (strongly-associated vs. weakly-associated) and cog-
nitive load (high vs. low) between participants. In line with our expec-
tations, results of Study 2.1 showed that only for participants receiving
lighting feedback with colors that have strong associations with energy
consumption, additional cognitive load tasks, i.e., in the high cognitive
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load, did not lead to a slower processing of that feedback messages. In
other words, these strong associations of lighting feedback indeed helped
users to easily process the feedback messages even with limited cognitive
capacity. Furthermore, results of Study 2.1 found that participants who
received this strongly-associated lighting feedback indeed consumed less
energy in the thermostat task than participants who received weakly-
associated lighting feedback. These findings indicated that such strong
associations could help users easily process the feedback messages, and
also increase the persuasive power of this ambient lighting persuasive
technology.

To extend our insight in the role of color associations in the ease of pro-
cessing of lighting feedback, in Study 2.2, we added a second color associ-
ation factor, consistency, and investigated the effects of lighting feedback
with colors that were inconsistent with strong energy associations (i.e.,
the inconsistent version of strongly-associated lighting feedback could for
example be: more red for lower energy consumption, and more green for
higher energy consumption). We argued that such inconsistent lighting
feedback would hinder users in easily processing the feedback messages,
and thereby the effectiveness of lighting feedback with colors that had
inconsistent associations would be low. In line with our expectations, re-
sults of Study 2.2 showed that participants who received the inconsistent
version of strongly-associated lighting feedback processed the feedback
messages more slowly (i.e., longer programming time of the thermostat
task) compared to participants who received the consistent version of
strongly-associated lighting feedback. However, when using feedback
without these strong color associations to energy consumption, reversing
the meaning of the two colors did not moderate users processing time
of these feedback messages. That is to say, without these consistent
and strong energy associations of lighting feedback, the processing time
of feedback messages of such lighting feedback would be slowed down.
Moreover, Study 2.2 found that participants who received consistent ver-
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sions of lighting feedback consumed less energy in the thermostat task
than participants who received inconsistent versions of lighting feedback.

So, both studies present evidence that ambient persuasive technology
that uses colors with strong and consistent energy associations can ef-
fectively influence user energy consumption behavior. Study 2.1 showed
this main effect on energy consumption behavior in the settings of par-
ticipants at the end of a scenario, in the thermostat task. In addition,
Study 2.2 showed this energy effect in each separate temperature setting
that participants chose, right after participants received lighting feed-
back. Still, Study 2.2 presented no evidence for an influence of color
associations (of lighting feedback) on the settings of participants at the
trial level that was found in Study 2.1). This might be explained, first
of all, by the difference between the manipulations of color associations
in Study 2.1 and 1.2. That is, these two studies used different main
independent variables, which were color association strength in Study
2.1 and color association consistency in Study 2.2. These two different
manipulations of color associations had different effect sizes. So, it is
straightforward that these two main effects are not comparable across
studies. Second, we argue that in Study 2.2, all participants were cogni-
tively busy (i.e., they were requested to perform an extra cognitive load
task) and thereby the additional cognitive load of the (in)consistency
manipulation could only have a small effect. More specifically, all par-
ticipants in Study 2.2 were under cognitive load while only half of the
participants in Study 2.1 were under cognitive load. Therefore, we argue
that the additional cognitive load (caused by the inconsistency of light-
ing feedback in Study 2.2) could evoke a smaller effect than the addi-
tional cognitive load (caused by the color association strength of lighting
feedback in Study 2.1). Both our arguments could be explaining why
only the more sensitive measure (assessing energy consumption behavior
right after a participant received lighting feedback) was able to show
an effect of the color association manipulation. Future research could
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compare these behavioral effects of color association consistency when
participants have enough cognitive capacity (e.g., without performing
the additional cognitive load task) to process these feedback messages.

As we expected, the consistent version of red vs. green lighting feed-
back has a strong pre-existing association with energy consumption and
furthermore leads to lower energy consumption in the task. However,
besides the ease of processing the feedback messages, avoiding red am-
bient lighting could be an additional motivating factor for lower energy
consumption. As suggested by Elliot and colleagues (2007), red is also
associated with the danger of failure in achievement contexts and evokes
avoidance motivation. So for participants who even do not understand
the pre-existing color associations could still reach to a good energy con-
servation level by simply avoiding red ambient lighting. Although this
additional motivator seems an advantage of red vs. green lighting feed-
back, the importance of the role of color associations with energy con-
sumption in ambient lighting feedback that we concluded in this research
may decline.

The present research shows that lighting feedback with colors that have
consistent and strong associations with energy consumption can enhance
the persuasive effectiveness of the feedback. However, the role of color
associations is only one of the various features of successful feedback. As
illustrated by earlier research (Fischer, 2008; Roberts & Baker, 2003), rel-
evant features of feedback that may determine its effectiveness included:
frequency, duration, content, breakdown, medium and way of presenta-
tion, comparisons, and combination with other instruments, etc. Further
research could improve ambient lighting feedback by for example project-
ing colored text-shaped lighting instead of colored lighting in the ambient
environment, and combining more features in a more appealing way.

This current research shows the persuasive effectiveness of using ambi-
ent lighting as feedback in the domain of energy conservation. However,
we did not test the energy consumption of this ambient lighting system
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itself. This could be a task for future research. Given the availability of
highly efficient LED technology, ample opportunities to provide lighting
feedback on available technical systems, and possibilities to scaling down
the size of the ambient environment, applying ambient lighting in prac-
tice plausibly could be effective as well as energy efficient. For example,
instead of illuminating complete side walls to give lighting feedback, fu-
ture research could also explore more energy-efficient lighting feedback
by using small LED lamps mounted surrounding the thermostat panel
or a (computer) screen to provide lighting feedback (e.g., like Ambilight
TV).

There are several limitations to the studies reported in this manuscript.
An important potential limitation is that, in both studies, participants
performed a virtual thermostat task without the physical room temper-
ature being adapted. Earlier research (McCalley & Midden, 2002) in-
dicated comparable energy saving results (washing machine tasks) after
receiving interactive feedback in a field study as in a lab study. How-
ever, thermostat tasks involve physical temperature comfort experiences,
and this measurement of energy conservation behavior is more sensi-
tive in a field setting. For instance, people who feel uncomfortably cold
would very likely not decrease the room temperature to save more heat-
ing energy at home. In line with earlier research, comfort experience
often has a dominant influence on people’s (energy consumption) beha-
vior (e.g., Becker, Seligman, Fazio, & Darley, 1981; Heijs & Stringer,
1988). Moreover, discomfort might be one of the reasons for not saving
natural resources (see Merkus, 2012; Ohnaka, Tochihara, & Watanabe,
1994). Although participants in the current research were requested to
set room temperature as comfortable as possible in a given scenario,
their comfort experience would not be increased by the desired comfort-
able room temperature because no physical room temperature changed.
This gap between the desired high-comfort experience and the current
low-comfort experience would trigger less energy conservation behavior.
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Therefore, future research could collect participants’ energy consump-
tion scores of the thermostat task with the physical room temperature
being adapted, in which stronger effects of lighting feedback on energy
consumption behavior could be detected. Also, new research could focus
on the effectiveness of experience-based ambient persuasive technology
by exploring the effects of ambient lighting on people’s perception of
room temperature, and their tendency to change room temperature set-
tings. With respect to the issue about thermal experiences in ambient
persuasive technology, we will further discuss in Chapter 4.

In sum, the current research contributes to our understanding of the un-
derlying psychological mechanisms behind effective ambient persuasive
technology. Our research shows the importance of the role of strong and
consistent associations of ambient colored lighting that increases the ease
of processing feedback messages. The value of these associative processes
is not limited to energy consumption behavior, but can easily be gener-
alized to other behavioral domains, such as health, safety. In general,
colored lighting can be employed as effective persuasive interventions,
and the current research contributes to the scientific literature the first
pieces of knowledge on exploring the psychological mechanisms of how
to help users to easily process the feedback messages by using color as-
sociations.
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Chapter 2 helped us understand the important role of color asso-
ciations in associative processes by studying the effects of color

associations of ambient lighting feedback on ease of processing of feed-
back messages. Although colors are widely used as feedback in ambient
persuasive technology (e.g., Jahn et al., 2010; Merkus, 2012; Wilson et
al., 2013), associations that colors have seem highly context dependent
(see Elliot & Maier, 2012). However, research on the effects (e.g., on a
color’s meaning) of color context is still quite limited. Therefore, to bet-
ter understand the role of color associations in associative processes, we
also argue that the context in which color-based persuasive technology
is presented is crucial.

In Chapter 3, we extend our insights in the associative processing of col-
ored ambient lighting feedback and investigate the influence of the con-
text in which colors are presented on user’s interpretation of the feedback
messages, and furthermore, on the effectiveness of this ambient feedback
for influencing energy conservation behavior.

This chapter is largely based on:
Lu, S., Ham, J., & Midden, C. (2016). Red Radiators Versus Red Tulips: The Influence of Con-
text on the Interpretation and Effectiveness of Color-Based Ambient Persuasive Technology. In:
Meschtscherjakov A., De Ruyter B., Fuchsberger V., Murer M., Tscheligi M. (eds) Persuasive Tech-
nology. PERSUASIVE 2016, LNCS 9638. (pp. 303-314). Springer International Publishing.
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3.1 Introduction

Various studies of the influence of color presented evidence for a link
between colors and temperature-related experiences. For example, the
“Hue-Heat” Hypothesis (see Bennett & Rey, 1972; Mogensen & English,
1926) indicated that colors with “cold” hues (e.g., blue, green and violet),
lead to the perception of an object’s temperature being lower, while colors
with “warm” hues (e.g., red, yellow and orange), lead to the perception
of an object’s temperature being higher. Likewise, as shown by Franger
and colleagues (1977), a room with red lighting led to the perception of a
higher room temperature, whereas a room with blue lighting created the
perception of a lower temperature (even though room temperature was
objectively the same). Also, earlier research showed that yellow lighting
in a room could induce a higher perceived room temperature than blue
lighting (Winzen et al., 2013).

However, in some other studies that also used colors to test the “Hue-
Heat” Hypothesis, different results have been reported refuting or not
confirming this hypothesis (see Candas & Dufour, 2005). For instance,
Ho and colleagues (2014) found effects apparently in contrast with the
red-hot/blue-cold associations, which indicated that a blue object was
more likely to be judged as warm than a red object of the same physical
temperature (Ho, Iwai, Yoshikawa, Watanabe, & Nishida, 2014). Also,
several studies were unable to demonstrate that colors had any effects
on the perception of temperature (Berry, 1961; Candas & Dufour, 2005).
Separate from the “Hue-Heat” hypothesis literature, other research also
showed results that conflict. For example, some studies confirmed the
hypothesis that warm colors could evoke more arousal than cool colors
(Jacobs & Suess, 1975). In contrast, other research presented evidence
opposing this hypothesis. That is, brain research showed that blue light
led to more arousal compared to red light (Yoto, Katsuura, Iwanaga,
& Shimomura, 2007). In addition, several researchers pointed out that
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red enhances cognitive performance (Kwallek, Lewis, & Robbins, 1988;
Mehta & Zhu, 2008) while, in contrast, others found that red reduces
cognitive performance (Mehta & Zhu, 2008; Soldat, Sinclair, & Mark,
1997), or found no relation between color and performance (Ainsworth,
Simpson, & Cassell, 1993; Elliot, Maier, Moller, Friedman, & Meinhardt,
2007; Etnier & Hardy, 1997). Finally, some earlier research showed that
colors could influence human emotional state (Kaya & Epps, 2004), while
others studies did not find such evidence (O’Connor, 2011).

These conflicting results might be due to various reasons. An influential
theory that provides an explanation for these diverging effects is Color-
in-Context theory by Elliot & Maier (2012). This theory proposes that
the effects of colors are highly context dependent. That is, it argues that
color is an integrated part of the environment and cannot be separated
from its form, texture, and other surroundings. Therefore, influences of
colors can only be observed in context. For instance, the color red can
carry a negative meaning (e.g., failure, danger, threat) for individuals
in achievement contexts (Elliot & Maier, 2012). Likewise, research by
Mehta & Zhu (2008) showed that in contexts in which people have to
avoid making mistakes, priming them with the color red made partici-
pants more afraid of making mistakes. However, in other contexts, the
color red can carry a positive meaning and have affiliation-related im-
plications, such as in contexts involving sexual interaction (see Elliot &
Maier, 2012). More specifically, earlier research showed that red can fa-
cilitate males’ attraction to females (Elliot & Niesta, 2008), and likewise,
females’ attraction to males (Elliot et al., 2010).

Current Research

In the research area of persuasive technology, colors have been widely
used as media to stimulate behavioral change (see e.g., Arroyo et al.,
2005; Fogg & Hreha, 2010; Lapides, Sharlin, & Greenberg, 2009; Midden
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et al., 2007; Occhialini et al., 2011). Colors, such as red and green, have
been employed to present energy feedback to promote energy conserva-
tion behavior (Jentsch et al., 2011; Maan et al., 2011; Merkus, 2012).
For example, in an earlier study, participants were given energy con-
sumption feedback by changing the shirt color of onscreen avatars that
represented participants. The avatar with a red shirt represented the
person who used the largest amount of energy, while the avatar with
the green shirt represented the person who used the smallest amount of
energy (Midden et al., 2011). Results of this earlier research suggested
that using these colors as feedback in this context was very effective for
motivating participants to save energy. More recent research showed
comparable results, now using colored lighting to provide feedback. For
example, in Chapter 2, we used red and green lighting to provide am-
bient lighting feedback about energy consumption. Results of Chapter
2 indicated that colors that have pre-existing associations with energy
consumption (e.g., red/green that is associated with high/low energy
consumption) can enhance the persuasive power of ambient feedback in
a context that is related to energy consumption.

In the current chapter we argue that the message that a color carries
may vary dependent on the context in which a color is perceived. So, in
certain contexts, colors such as red are interpreted to indicate high energy
consumption and thereby help users to understand the negative feedback
messages. In some other contexts, the color red can be interpreted as
indicating good and alive, for example, in a nature context (e.g., when
detecting ripe fruit) (Elliot & Maier, 2012).

Based on a pretest, we investigated the importance of color context in
two specific contexts: one was an energy-related context in which colors
could be projected on the form of a heating radiator, and the other
was an energy-unrelated context in which colors could be projected on
the form of a tulip. In the pretest, participants had indicated that a
heating radiator was an object that was strongly associated with energy
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consumption, whereas a tulip was an object that was weakly associated
with energy consumption.

Specifically, in current research, we argue that the color context could
facilitate activation of the color associations. That is, presenting colors
(e.g., red) in an energy-related context (e.g., projecting red on an object -
the form of a radiator - to indicate high energy consumption) would make
energy consumption feedback messages (e.g., high energy consumption
level) more clear compared to presenting colors in an energy-unrelated
context (e.g., projecting red on an object - the form of a tulip - to in-
dicate high energy consumption). Also, presenting colors (e.g., red) in
an energy-related context would moderate the assessment of an object’s
warmth (e.g., projecting red on a radiator is associated with warmth)
compared to presenting colors in an energy-unrelated context. More-
over, we argue that presenting colors in energy-related contexts can in-
crease the effectiveness of the color-based ambient persuasive technology,
leading to stronger energy conservation behavioral change.

3.2 Study 3.1

In Study 3.1, we focused on the influence of context (in which colors were
perceived) on user’s interpretation of the color messages when using it
as a feedback mechanism in colored-based ambient persuasive techno-
logy. Two specific colors (i.e., red and blue) were presented in either an
energy-related context or an energy-unrelated context. We argued that
the color associations could be shaped by the color context. Therefore,
we expected (H3.1.1) an interaction effect of color and context on the
two assessments of the stimuli: user’s interpretation of the feedback mes-
sages (i.e., energy consumption level) and user’s assessment of an object’s
warmth (i.e., warmth association). More specifically, for user’s interpre-
tation of the feedback messages, we expected that participants would
interpret the color red in an energy-related context as indicating higher
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energy consumption level than the color red in an energy-unrelated con-
text. However, we expected that participants would not interpret the
color blue in an energy-related or in an energy-unrelated context diffe-
rently. For user’s assessment of an object’s warmth, we expected that
participants would perceive the color red in an energy-related context to
be warmer than the color red in an energy-unrelated context. In con-
trast, this different would not be expected for the color blue between two
contexts.

In the literature on the “Hue-Heat” Hypothesis that we mentioned above,
the color red and blue were often chosen to test the relationship between
colors and temperature-related experiences. Specifically, in our current
research, presenting the color red on a radiator seems to be more natural
than presenting the color blue on a radiator. That is, people may easily
associate the red radiator with the hot radiator that glows, whereas
the blue radiator may not be easily associated with a cold radiator.
Therefore, the color red may have stronger effects than the color blue in
these interaction effects.

Moreover, we argued that presenting “right” colors in a “right” context
would help users the most to correctly interpret the feedback messages
and enhance their assessments of an object’s warmth. In our case, pre-
senting “right” colors in a “right” context means that presenting the color
red in an energy-related context to indicate a high energy consump-
tion level and to be associated with warmth. Therefore, we expected
(H3.1.2) that participants would interpret the color red in an energy-
related context as indicating the highest energy consumption level and
being the warmest, compared to the other three conditions: the color
red in an energy-unrelated context, and the color blue in an energy-
related or energy-unrelated context. More specifically, concerning user’s
interpretation of the feedback message, we expected that participants
would interpret the color red in an energy-related context as indicat-
ing the highest energy consumption level, compared to the color red in
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an energy-unrelated context and the color blue in an energy-related or
energy-unrelated context. Concerning user’s assessment of an object’s
warmth, we expected that participants would perceive the color red in
an energy-related context to be the warmest, compared to the partici-
pants in the other conditions.

3.2.1 Method

Participants and Design

Fifty-one students (average age 21.6 years old, SD = 2.15) of Eindhoven
University of Technology (23 male and 28 female) were recruited by using
a local participant database. All participants were native Dutch speakers
and were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions:
2 (context: energy-related vs. energy-unrelated) × 2 (color: red vs. blue).
The experiment lasted approximately 15 minutes. Participants received
e 3 for their participation.

Experimental produce

Before participants entered the lab, the room was adapted to fit one of
the four experimental conditions. That is, we changed only the picture
presented on the TV screen present in the room to show the related
lighting stimulus (i.e., a red radiator, a red tulip, a blue radiator or a
blue tulip; see Figure 3.1).

After entering the lab room, participants were requested to look around
the room and then remember (for later recall) as many objects in this
room as possible (with the purpose of making them spend attention to
the ambient environment). Then, participants were asked to fill out a
questionnaire. This questionnaire contained a variety of questions about
the room and the object on the TV screen. Among these questions were
the two questions of focus. That is, the questionnaire asked participants
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(a) red radiator (b) red tulip (c) blue radiator (d) blue tulip

Figure 3.1: Four between-subject experimental conditions of Study 3.1: (a) the color red
in an energy-related context, (b) the color red in an energy-unrelated context, (c) the color
blue in an energy-related context and (d) the color blue in an energy-related context.

for their interpretations of the color (i.e., either red or blue) on either the
radiator or tulip (using the question “How do you judge the meaning that
this object conveys? I think this object means...”, to which participants
could answer by choosing an option on a 7-point rating scale ranging from
1 = very low energy consumption to 7 = very high energy consumption).
Also, the questionnaire asked participants for the warmth perception of
the color on either radiator or tulip (using the question “How warm
do you feel the object projected on the screen is? I feel the object is
something...”, to which ranging from 1 = very cold to 7 = very warm).
Finally participants were debriefed and thanked for their participation.

3.2.2 Results

To analyze the interaction effect of color and context on participant’s in-
terpretation of the feedback messages and participant’s assessment of
an object’s warmth, we submitted our two dependent variables to a
2 (context: energy-related vs. energy-unrelated) × 2 (color: red vs. blue)
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).

Not in line with our hypothesis (H3.1.1), results of this MANOVA did
not show the expected full interaction effect of color and context on
participant’s interpretation of the feedback messages and assessment of
an object’s warmth, F (2, 46) = 1.98, p = .15, η2 = .079. Within the same
analysis, univariate ANOVAs on the outcome variables did not reveal
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the significant full interaction effects on participant’s interpretation of
the feedback messages, F (1, 47) = 2, 19, p = .15, η2 = .045, and on
participant’s assessment of an object’s warmth, F (1, 47) = 3, 50, p =
.068, η2 = .069.

However, as we discussed above in Section 3.2, we argued that parti-
cipants may naturally associate for example the red radiator with the
hot radiator that glows, whereas the blue radiator may not be naturally
associated with cold or icy radiator. Therefore, the effects of context
for the color red was expected to be more visible than the effects of
context for the color blue. So, we provided additional support for our
hypothesis (H3.1.1) by reporting the simple effects of context within
the same MANOVA. That is, results revealed the expected simple ef-
fect of context for the color red, F (2, 46) = 5.59, p = .007, η2 = .195.
In contrast and as expected, no simple effect of context for the color
blue was found, F (2, 46) = .17, p = .85, η2 = .007. More specifically,
within the same analysis, results of univariate ANOVAs on the two out-
come variables showed the expected simple effect that the color red in
an energy-related context was interpreted to indicate higher energy con-
sumption level, F (1, 47) = 7.29, p = .010, η2 = .134, and to be warmer,
F (1, 47) = 9.01, p = .004, η2 = .161, compared to the color red in an
energy-unrelated context. However, as expected, univariate ANOVAs
did not reveal the simple effects of context for the color blue on both
outcome variables.

Moreover, supporting our second hypothesis (H3.1.2), planned contrast
analysis on our outcome variables by comparing the condition (presenting
the color red in an energy-related context) to the other three conditions
(presenting the color red in an energy-unrelated context, the color blue
in an energy-related context and the color blue in an energy-unrelated
context). Results of this analysis revealed that participants interpreted
the color red in an energy-related context as indicating the highest energy
consumption level and being the warmest, F (2, 46) = 25.4, p < .001,
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η2 = .525. Also, within the same analysis, separate planned contrast
analyses on two outcome variables revealed the expected effects that
presenting the color red in an energy-related context was interpreted
as indicating the highest energy consumption level, F (1, 47) = 17.50,
p < .001, η2 = .271 (see Figure 3.2), and being the warmest F (1, 47) =
50.47, p < .001, η2 = .518 (see Figure 3.2), compared to the other three
conditions.
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Figure 3.2: Averaged participant’s interpretation of energy consumption level for all con-
ditions in Study 3.1: the color red in an energy-related context (i.e., radiator) and in an
energy-unrelated context (i.e., tulip); and the color blue in an energy-related context (i.e.,
radiator) and in an energy-unrelated context (i.e., tulip). Error bars attached to each column
in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3.3: Averaged participant’s assessment of an object’s warmth for all conditions in
Study 3.1: the color red in an energy-related context (i.e., radiator) and in an energy-
unrelated context (i.e., tulip); and the color blue in an energy-related context (i.e., radiator)
and in an energy-unrelated context (i.e., tulip). Error bars attached to each column in the
figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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In addition, we explored the relationship between the two dependent
variables. Results indicated that participant’s interpretations of feedback
messages correlated to participant’s assessment of an object’s warmth
(r = .625, p < .001).

3.2.3 Discussion

Although no full interaction effect was found in Study 3.1, results showed
the expected simple effects of context for the color red on user’s inter-
pretations of feedback messages and on user’s assessment of an object’s
warmth. That is, participants interpreted the color red as indicating
higher energy consumption level and being warmer in an energy-related
context compared to the color red in an energy-unrelated context. These
findings supported our expectations that for the color red, people per-
ceived the colors in contexts differently with respect to the information
that the color carried.

Moreover and in line with our expectations, results of planned contrast
analyses in Study 3.1 showed that presenting colors (e.g., red) in an
energy-related context indeed made the feedback message (e.g., highest
energy consumption level) the most clear, and moreover, enhanced the
correct assessment of an object’s warmth (e.g., warmest) the most.

Still, although Study 3.1 showed that participants could easily under-
stand the information that color-based persuasive technology conveyed
in a context that consistent with the color, the important question re-
mains of whether this color-consistent context (in which the color-based
feedback was presented) can influence users’ energy conservation beha-
vior. Therefore, the second study was designed with the following two
purposes: (1) to replicate the effects of context on users’ interpretation
of feedback messages and user’s assessment of an object’s warmth that
color-based persuasive technology carries, and (2) to further investigate
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the influence of context on the effectiveness of color-based ambient feed-
back for promoting users’ energy conservation behavior.

3.3 Study 3.2

The first aim of Study 3.2 was to replicate the effects of context on user’s
interpretation of feedback messages and user’s assessment of an object’s
warmth that we found in Study 3.1. We argued that an energy-related
context would strengthen the associations of color with high energy con-
sumption and warmth, which could make the feedback messages directly
understandable. Therefore, we expected (H3.2.1) that participants would
interpret the color red in an energy-related context as indicating a higher
energy consumption level and as being warmer than the color red in an
energy-unrelated context.

Secondly, to further investigate the context effect on energy conserva-
tion behavior, we argued that the energy-related context could increase
the effectiveness of this color-based energy feedback to facilitate energy
conservation behavior. Therefore, we developed an interactive energy
feedback system, in which the object (i.e., either a radiator or tulip)
could show colors varying from very weak red to very intense red de-
pending on people’s energy use. We expected (H3.2.2) that participants
would save the most energy when they receive the color-based ambient
feedback in an energy-related context.

3.3.1 Method

Participant and Design

Fifty students (average age 23.1 years old, SD = 3.14) of Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology (32 male and 18 female) were recruited by using
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a local participant database. They participated in the current experi-
ment in which color-based ambient feedback was presented in either an
energy-related context (i.e., projecting red as energy feedback on the
radiator) or an energy-unrelated related context (i.e., projecting red on
the tulip). All participants were native Dutch speakers. The experiment
lasted approximately 30 minutes, and participants received e 5 for their
participation.

Experimental Procedure

Participants were welcomed at the entrance of the lab. Each participant
was asked to read and sign a consent form stating the general purpose of
the research to indicate their willingness to participate in this research.
After entering the lab, the participant was seated in front of a laptop
on a desk. All the instructions and tasks used in this experiment were
fully computerized and were all in Dutch. First of all, participants were
asked to read a magazine for a period of five minutes, while either a red
radiator (in the energy-related context condition) or a red tulip (in the
energy-unrelated context condition) was presented on the TV (see Figure
3.4). After five minutes, the computer indicated that the reading period
was over. Then participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire that
was identical to the questionnaire used in Study 3.1 about the object on
the TV screen and the room.
After answering these questions, we assessed energy consumption beha-
vior by asking participants to perform a virtual thermostat task on the
laptop (which is identical to the task that was successfully used in Chap-
ter 2 and earlier research, see Maan et al., 2011). That is, participants
received instructions on how to program a virtual room thermostat inter-
face, and were asked to program this thermostat for two practice scenar-
ios. After two practice scenarios, participants completed programming
tasks on the thermostat for ten experimental scenarios. For each sce-
nario, the scenario itself was first described to the participants (e.g., It is
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(a) feedback system via radiator (b) feedback system via tulip

Figure 3.4: The interactive ambient energy feedback system by presenting colors in (a) an
energy-related context and in (b) an energy-unrelated context.

night and you are going to bed. It is −10 ◦C outside), and then partici-
pants were asked to program the thermostat by setting the temperature
for the each room, while receiving interactive color-based energy feed-
back (feedback in the energy-related context condition, see Figure 3.5;
feedback in the energy-unrelated context condition, see Figure 3.6) after
each change of the temperature settings, until they pressed the ‘Ready’
button. Finally, participants were asked to answer several demographic
questions, thanked for participation, and debriefed.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.5: In the energy-related context, the interactive color-based energy feedback system
showed colors varying between very weak and intense red depending on people’s energy use
from (a) indicating very low energy consumption to (d) very high energy consumption.

3.3.2 Results

Replicating the effects of context on user’s interpretation of the feedback
messages and user’s assessment of an object’s warmth that we found in
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.6: In the energy-unrelated context, the interactive color-based energy feedback sys-
tem showed colors varying between very weak and intense red depending on people’s energy
use from (a) indicating very low energy consumption to (d) very high energy consumption.

Study 3.1, we submitted the two dependent variables to a 2 (context:
energy-related vs. energy-unrelated) MANOVA.

In line with our hypothesis (H3.2.1), results of this MANOVA showed
that participants interpreted the color red in an energy-related context as
indicating a higher energy consumption level and as being warmer than
the color red in an energy-unrelated context, F (2, 47) = 12.98, p < .001,
η2 = .36. Also, the same as in previous study, univariate ANOVAs on
the outcome variables revealed the significant main effects of context for
the color red on participant’s interpretation of the feedback messages,
F (1, 48) = 18.28, p < .001, η2 = .28, and on participant’s assessment of
an object’s warmth, F (1, 48) = 10.69, p = .002, η2 = .18 (see Figure 3.7
and Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.7: Averaged participant’s assessment of an object’s warmth as a result of context
(energy-related, i.e., radiator vs. energy-unrelated, i.e., tulip) in Study 3.2. Error bars
attached to each column in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Moreover, to analyze the influence of context on the effectiveness of this
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Figure 3.8: Averaged participant’s interpretation of energy consumption level as a result of
context (energy-related, i.e., radiator vs. energy-unrelated, i.e., tulip) in Study 3.2. Error
bars attached to each column in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.

color-based ambient persuasive technology for influencing user’s energy
conservation behavior, we collected the energy consumption scores based
on participant’s actions during the whole thermostat task as a depen-
dent variable. This dependent variable consisted of the differences of
energy consumption scores between every setting and the previous setting
(caused by an action performed by the participant, e.g., increasing the
thermostat temperature). Therefore, the change of energy consumption
scores per each action4 was submitted to a Linear Mixed-Effects Model
to assess the relationship between the color context (radiator vs. tulip)
and the energy consumption score with the specific thermostat task as
the random factor. Supporting our second hypothesis (H3.2.2), results
showed that participants who received color-based energy feedback in
the energy-related context (i.e., radiator) reduced their energy consump-
tion more (EMM = −13.6, SE = 2.25) than participants who received
color-based energy feedback in the energy-unrelated context (i.e., tulip)
(EMM = −10.1, SE = 2.3), F (1, 1715.9) = 4.84, p = .028 (see Figure
3.9).

4The change of energy consumption scores per each action = the current-action energy con-
sumption score − the previous-action energy consumption score.
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Figure 3.9: The change of energy consumption scores per action as a result of context
(energy-related, i.e., radiator vs. energy-unrelated, i.e., tulip) in Study 3.2. Error bars
attached to each column in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.

3.3.3 Discussion

So, results of Study 3.2 showed that participants could correctly interpret
the color red as indicating a higher energy consumption level and be-
ing warmer in an energy-related context. Most interestingly, presenting
color-based energy feedback messages in an energy-related context led to
the most energy conservation behavior. Thereby, these findings revealed
that the color context can help users to correctly interpret the informa-
tion that color-based feedback carries, and moreover, can increase the
effectiveness of this ambient persuasive technology to facilitate energy
consumption behavior.

3.4 General discussion

Colors have been widely used as media to promote behavioral changes
(e.g., Ham & Midden, 2010; Jahn et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2013). In the
current research, we argued that the information that color-based am-
bient persuasive technology carries was highly context-dependent. Two
studies were designed to investigate the effects of a color’s context (i.e.,
the context in which colors were presented as energy feedback) on users’
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interpretation of the information that colors carried. Also, we investi-
gated the effect of color context on the effectiveness of this color-based
ambient persuasive technology to influence users’ energy consumption
behavior. Results of both studies showed that participants to whom
we presented colors in an energy-related context (e.g., projecting red on
an object in the form of a radiator indicated high energy consumption)
could most optimally interpret the information that a color carried (e.g.,
red indicated high energy consumption and was more associated with
warmth). Moreover, results showed that participants to whom we pre-
sented colors in an energy-related context saved the most energy when
they were receiving color-based energy feedback as compared to partici-
pants in an energy-unrelated context.

In line with earlier research (Busch et al., 2012) and the Color-In-Context
theory (Elliot & Maier, 2012), our findings confirmed that the context
could shape the associations of color. Also, using colors as ambient feed-
back to promote energy conservation behavior, we found that a color-
energy-consistent context can facilitate activation of the associations of
the color red with high energy consumption or concept of warm. Further-
more, this context can enhance the energy-saving performance promoted
by color-based energy feedback. Remarkably, the current research im-
plies that by taking into consideration the context of ambient persuasive
technology, the effectiveness of color-based ambient persuasive techno-
logy could be increased. This mechanism is not only limited to energy
feedback (as used in Chapter 2) but can be generalized to other do-
mains, like health lifestyle (e.g., presenting the color red as feedback in
health-related context).

The current research opens up a new field of research. That is, based
on the first findings of the current studies, future research might inves-
tigate the influence of context for colors on user comfort perceptions
and thereby on user’s energy consumption behavior. Indeed, comfort
experiences were proposed to be one of the dominant influences on peo-
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ple’s energy conservation behavior (Becker et al., 1981; Heijs & Stringer,
1988). Besides using colors in different contexts as feedback to indicate
energy information, future research can also investigate whether user’s
comfort experiences will be influenced by using color-based persuasive
technology in different contexts. For instance, future research might in-
vestigate whether the existing example of projecting a glowing red fire on
a wall in the restaurant could actually increase the costumer’s thermal
comfort experience, compared to projecting the color red as a context-
independent ambient lighting (e.g., projecting red lighting on a plain
wall).

Another important consideration related to studying comfort experiences
is that in our second study, participants performed the temperature-
setting task on a simulated thermostat without the physical room tem-
perature being adapted. However, in a day-to-day environment, behav-
ioral changes in the settings of a heating thermostat directly lead to the
changes of the room temperature, which might stimulate more people’s
behavioral change. Future research could investigate the relationship
between ambient persuasive technology, comfort experiences and energy
consumption behavior, in an environment in which these variables are
connected to one another. For example, room temperature changes after
people change settings of a thermostat. In such research, a simulated
thermostat could be connected to the heating system in the room.

Additionally, future research may extend the current findings by not
only presenting color-based ambient energy feedback on a TV screen.
That is, future research might replicate and also extend these findings by
investigating the effects of colors and the role of their context when colors
are presented in a more ecological context, for example when presenting
an actual red glow on an actual physical radiator (e.g., Gyllensward,
Gustafsson, & Bang, 2006). By doing this, this psychological mechanism
of color context on facilitating activation of color associations might be
applied to different household energy-consumption devices in real and
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make the perception of the energy consumption less explicit while still
effective (see e.g., Jensen, 2003; Matsukawa, 2004).

In sum, our research showed that a color-energy-consistent context in
which ambient persuasive technology is presented can facilitate activa-
tion of the associations of color with high energy consumption and the
concept of warm, which makes the feedback messages correctly under-
standable. Moreover, this context can increase the persuasive power
of ambient persuasive technology to promote energy conservation beha-
vior. These findings deepen our insight into the associative processes of
colored ambient lighting feedback by making clear that context can fa-
cilitate activation of the color associations and furthermore help people
easily process the feedback messages. This could also have implications
for the design of future ambient persuasive technology as the current fin-
dings show that such design should take into consideration the context
in which ambient persuasive technology is used.
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ature experiences

As described in the general introduction, we studied in Chapter
2 and Chapter 3 the associative processes underlying the ef-

fectiveness of ambient persuasive lighting feedback. These associative
processes are one part of the impulsive cognitive processes (Strack &
Deutsch, 2004). Importantly, processes in the impulsive cognitive sys-
tem, to a certain extent, may also consist of experiential processes (Strack
& Deutsch, 2004). These experiential processes are also associative in
nature, but involve less cognition (see Dijksterhuis et al., 2000; Zajonc,
1980). In the current chapter, we investigate whether these experiential
processes could also contribute to explaining the effects of ambient light-
ing persuasive technology. As argued in the previous chapters, lighting,
as a medium of ambient persuasive technology (Davis, 2008; Ham et al.,
2009; Maan et al., 2011), can be used as a successful feedback medium
of energy consumption. The basic persuasive strategies employed by

This chapter is largely based on:
Lu, S., Ham, J., & Midden, C. (2015). Persuasive technology based on bodily comfort experiences:
The effect of color temperature of room lighting on user motivation to change room temperature.
In: MacTavish T., Basapur S. (Eds) Persuasive Technology. PERSUASIVE2015, LNCS 9072 (pp.
83-94). Springer Cham. (Best Paper Award).
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these forms of ambient persuasive technology that use colored lighting
are persuasive interventions that necessitate associative processing.

In the current chapter, we extend our understanding of the psychological
mechanisms behind the impulsive processes of ambient persuasive tech-
nology by exploring the experiential processes. For this, we propose a
new perspective on ambient lighting persuasive technology, which might
influence people through thermal experiences.

4.1 Introduction

Numerous social psychological studies have established the fact that so-
cial and psychological experiences can influence people’s assessment of
their physical environments (Asch, 1951; Helson, Blake, Mouton, & Olm-
stead, 1956; Sherif, 1948). For example, earlier research showed that so-
cial exclusion experiences could make people literally feel colder (Zhong
& Leonardelli, 2008). Likewise, other research showed that people’s be-
liefs regarding the current temperature settings and their own abilities
to adjust to warm or cold conditions can influence their thermal ex-
periences (Howell & Kennedy, 1979; Howell & Stramler, 1981). Also,
research showed that a reported (relatively) high temperature can in-
crease perceived comfort even when the actual room temperature re-
mained the same (Stramler, Kleiss, & Howell, 1983). More recently,
research demonstrated that a sustainable mindset (i.e., being aware of
acting environmentally-friendly) can induce people to perceive the room
temperature to be physically higher (Taufik, Bolderdijk, & Steg, 2015).

In this chapter, we propose a new perspective on ambient persuasive tech-
nology, which may influence people through thermal experience. Earlier
research indicated that one important guiding factor (at least with re-
spect to saving energy by decreasing room temperature) in people’s en-
vironment is their thermal comfort experience (Becker et al., 1981; Heijs
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& Stringer, 1988). That is, thermal comfort is one of the main reasons
people have for conserving energy or not, and thermal experiences are
more important than an awareness of the reality of the energy crisis or
one’s disposable budget (see Becker et al., 1981). Likewise, research (Rit-
sema, Midden, & Heijden, 1982; Van Raaij & Verhallen, 1983; Verhallen
& Van Raaij, 1981) indicated the experience of thermal comfort as a
prominent determinant of an energy-conscious attitude. In other words,
discomfort experiences were considered as a cause (or as the main cause)
to not save natural resources (e.g., Merkus, 2012; Ohnaka et al., 1994).
Therefore, we argue that more attention is needed for thermal experi-
ences in persuasive strategies, and we propose to investigate the way
in which persuasive technology could employ experiential processes and
more specifically thermal experiences.

Persuasive technology that is based on thermal experience can be dis-
tinguished from persuasive technology that uses other kinds of persua-
sive strategies by (as least) the following characteristics: 1. Instead
of information-based strategies (e.g., directly indicating the amount of
kWh, or the color associations with energy consumption), Experience-
Based (EB) persuasive technology uses persuasive strategies that are
experience-based (e.g., feelings of comfort in a specific environment);
2. Information-based persuasive strategies involve mostly cognitive pro-
cesses, while EB persuasive strategies involve mainly bodily and per-
ceptual processes; 3. Information-based persuasive strategies influence
people’s behavior consciously (or at least largely consciously), and EB
persuasive strategies mainly have an unconscious influence on people’s
behavior; and 4. Information-based persuasive strategies have an impact
on people’s thinking, whereas EB persuasive strategies have a relatively
direct impact on people’s experiences.

In the current chapter, we assess the effectiveness of the experience-based
forms of persuasive technology we proposed. Therefore, two studies were
conducted to explore whether ambient lighting could influence people’s
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thermal experiences, and their willingness to save energy (by decreasing
the room temperature).

Basic physics states that incandescence is heat made visible. That is,
all objects with a temperature greater than absolute zero emit thermal
radiation or electromagnetic waves as temperature rises, making very
hot objects appear as if they are emitting light. Because people often
experience light along with heat, this connection between light and heat
may be deeply rooted psychologically.

Among various characteristics of light, color temperature of light has
been investigated with respect to its non-visual effects in physiological
measurements, such as melatonin secretion, body temperature, cortical
arousal level, autonomic nerve tone, hormonal secretion and motor func-
tion (e.g., M. Aarts et al., 2007; Sato & Yasukouchi, 1999; Yasukouchi
& Ishibashi, 2005). For example, body heat loss might be inhibited if
people were exposed to light with lower color temperature (Iseki & Ya-
sukouchi, 2000; Tottori, Kozaki, Yasukouchi, Iwahashi, & Ikeda, 2000).
Besides the physiological effects of color temperature of light, earlier re-
search also demonstrated the psychological effects on people’s preferences
of their environments and their atmosphere perception (Vogels, 2008).
For example, people prefer low color temperature (i.e., “warm” lighting)
in winter, and high color temperature (i.e., ‘cool’ lighting) in summer
(Nakamura & Oki, 2000). Also, based on several studies, Ishikawa (1993)
estimated that household energy consumption for heating systems could
be reduced by 5% to 8% by using “warm” lighting in winter and “cold”
lighting in summer, while maintaining the same thermal comfort level.

To investigate the effectiveness of EB persuasive technology, in the cur-
rent chapter we conducted two experiments in which we tested the effec-
tiveness of persuasive technology that manipulated thermal perceptions
with the goal of influencing user’s tendency for changing energy consump-
tion behavior. That is, we performed two studies in which we changed
lighting settings in a room by manipulating room lighting color tempera-
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ture (“warm” vs. “cold” lighting). Based on the aforementioned findings
of earlier research, we expected in Study 4.1 to find evidence that room
lighting color temperature influences participants’ perceptions of room
temperature, and their tendency to change room temperature. More in-
terestingly, in Study 4.2 of this chapter, instead of measuring people’s
tendency to change temperature, we added a thermostat task to investi-
gate people’s temperature-setting behavior.

4.2 Study 4.1

Therefore, in the first study of this chapter, we expected (H4.1.1) the
main effect of color temperature of room lighting on the perception of
the room temperature and participant’s tendency to change the room
temperature. More specifically, we expected that participants in the
“warm” lighting condition would perceive the room temperature to be
higher and express a stronger tendency to decrease the room temperature
than participants in the “cold” lighting condition.

4.2.1 Method

Participant and design

Sixty-six visitors of Eindhoven University of Technology participated in
this study. Of these, thirty-eight participants were high school students
(average age 17.2 years old, SD = 1.87) and twenty-eight were their
parents (average age 50.1 years old, SD = 3.86). All participants were
native Dutch speakers and participated during a visit of the lighting lab
at the school of Innovation Sciences, Eindhoven University of Technology
during the University Open Day. Six groups (approximately ten visitors
for each group) were randomly assigned to either the “warm” lighting
condition or the “cold” lighting condition.
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Experimental procedure

Before the groups entered the lab room, the lighting of the room was
set to a “warm” lighting condition (2700 Kelvin), or to a “cold” lighting
condition (5500 Kelvin). The lighting in the room was programmed to
the specific settings (“warm” or “cold”) before the group entered the
room, and stayed in those settings until after the group had left the
room.

After entering the lab room, the participants were given a short (ver-
bal) general introduction to this lighting lab, in which a confederate
explained about the technicalities of the various lighting systems in the
room (e.g., ceiling and wall luminaries, wall washers) and the way the
wall washers (LEDs that illuminate the wall) can be programmed. In
these explanations, neither the ceiling luminaries and their lighting set-
tings nor potential influences of lighting on people were discussed, so no
psychological effects related to the experiment were explained. During
these explanations, lighting conditions in the room remained unaltered,
and no demonstrations of changes in the settings of any of the lighting
systems were given. After this introduction (of approximately 3 min-
utes), each participant was asked whether he or she wanted to partici-
pate in a short study, by filling out a one-page questionnaire (in Dutch,
as described in the Materials section). Answering the questions of the
questionnaire took approximately 2 minutes. After this, the lighting lab
demonstrations continued, and the confederate (lab tour guide) provided
more extensive explanations including details on the ceiling lighting, how
lighting might be used to influence users. Also, the confederate debriefed
all members of the group on the purpose of the study they had partici-
pated in and thanked them for their participation. The whole visit to
the lighting lab lasted approximately 20 minutes.
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Materials

To assess perceived room temperature, perceived lighting temperature,
and participant’s tendency to change room temperature, we asked parti-
cipants to fill out a questionnaire. This questionnaire contained a variety
of questions about the lab room, among them the three questions of fo-
cus. That is, this questionnaire asked participants first of all for their
perceptions of the room temperature (using the question “What do you
think about the temperature in this room?”, to which they could answer
on a 7-point rating scale ranging from 1 very cold to 7 very warm).

Also, the effectiveness of the color temperature manipulation was checked
by asking participants for their perceptions of the lighting temperature
in the room (using the question “What do you think about the lighting in
this room?” to which they could answer by indicating whether “Warm”
was applicable on a 7-point rating scale ranging from 1 absolutely not
applicable to 7 very much applicable).

Additionally, the questionnaire asked participants for their tendency to
change the temperature in the room (using the question “If you could
adjust the temperature in this room, by how many degrees would you
like to change it?” to which participants could answer on a 7-point rating
scale, ranging from −3 ◦C to 3 ◦C).

Finally, participants were asked to indicate their age, gender and the
number of layers of clothing they were wearing.

4.2.2 Results

First of all, to check whether the color temperature manipulation of
room lighting was successful, results of non-parametric Mann-Whitney
test showed that participants in the “warm” lighting condition perceived
the room lighting to be warmer (M = 4.00, SD = 1.83) than participants
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in the “cold” lighting condition (M = 5.48, SD = 1.21), U = 290.00,
z = −3.30, p = .001, r = −.41 (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Averaged warmth perception of room lighting as a result of color temperature
(“warm” vs. “cold”) of room lighting in Study 4.1. Error bars attached to each column in
the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.

A total of three univariate (with a z-score > 2.9) and multivariate (with
a Mahalanobis distance > 13.82) outliers were found on the measure
for participant’s tendency to change room temperature. Therefore, we
excluded these three outliers from our analyses.

To analyze the main effect of color temperature of room lighting on
participant’s perception of room temperature and participant’s tendency
to change room temperature, we submitted the dependent variables to a
2 (color temperature: warm vs. cold) MANOVA.

Supporting our hypothesis (H4.1.1), results of this MANOVA revealed
the expected main effect of color temperature on participant’s percep-
tion of the room temperature and his or her tendency to change room
temperature, F (2, 58) = 3.84, p = .027, η2 = .117.

Within this MANOVA, univariate ANOVA on participant’s tendency to
change room temperature showed the expected effect that participants in
the “warm” lighting condition expressed a stronger tendency to decrease
the room temperature by an average of 1.91 ◦C (SD = .96) than par-
ticipants in the “cold” lighting condition who wanted to decrease room
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temperature by an average of 1.13 ◦C (SD = 1.45), F (1, 59) = 7.55,
p = .008, η2 = .113 (see Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Averaged participant’s tendency to change the room temperature as a result of
color temperature (“warm” vs. “cold”) of room lighting in Study 4.1. Error bars attached
to each column in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4.3: Averaged warmth perception of room temperature as a result of color tempera-
ture (“warm” vs. “cold”) of room lighting in Study 4.1. Error bars attached to each column
in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.

However, univariate ANOVA (within the same MANOVA) on partici-
pant’s perception of the room temperature did not reveal the expected
effect. That is, no evidence was found that participants in the “warm”
lighting condition perceived the room temperature to be higher (M =
5.11, SD = .96) than participants in the “cold” lighting condition (M =
4.83, SD = 1.04), F (1, 59) = 1.72, p = .195, η2 = .028 (see Figure 4.3).
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4.2.3 Discussion

In sum, results of the MANOVA in Study 4.1 showed that color tempera-
ture of room lighting can influence participant’s perception of room tem-
perature (i.e., perceive the room temperature to be warmer) and partici-
pant’s tendency to change room temperature (i.e., express a stronger ten-
dency to decrease the room temperature). Thereby, Study 4.1 presents
evidence that color temperature of room lighting can have a significant
effect on people’s perception of room temperature and their tendency to
change the room temperature.

However, the psychological mechanisms for a stronger tendency to de-
crease the room temperature are still unclear. Crucially, earlier research
(e.g., Becker et al., 1981; Heijs & Stringer, 1988) showed that comfort
of a dwelling is one of the main reasons for conserving energy or not.
We argued that user comfort might be one of the most important de-
terminants of user motivation to change room temperature settings and
a crucial psychological variable when users process ambient persuasive
technology.

Therefore, we conducted a follow-up study that incorporated a user com-
fort experience measure. Additionally, the psychological mechanisms
causing a stronger tendency to decrease the room temperature might also
be effective for actually reducing energy consumption. Thus, in Study
4.2, we investigated whether a person in a room with “warm” lighting
would diminish his or her energy consumption in a task in which parti-
cipants were requested to program the heating thermostat.

4.3 Study 4.2

For Study 4.2, we argued that color temperature of room lighting might
influence a person’s room temperature perception, the comfort experi-
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ences of the room lighting, the comfort experiences of the room temper-
ature, and also the person’s energy consumption behavior in the room
(i.e., actually taking measures to increase room temperature).
Therefore, in Study 4.2, we first wanted to replicate Study 4.1. Also, we
included measures for perceived comfort of room lighting, perceived com-
fort of the room temperature and a behavioral energy consumption mea-
sure as additional dependent variables. We argued that “warm” lighting
also had positive effects on these three additional variables. More spe-
cifically, we expected (H4.2.1) that participants in the room with the
“warm” lighting would indicate the room lighting to be more comfort-
able than participants in the room with the “cold” lighting. We also
expected that participants in the “warm” lighting condition would per-
ceive the room temperature to be warmer (H4.2.2) and more comfortable
(H4.2.3), compared to participants in the “cold” lighting condition. Fi-
nally, concerning participants’ energy consumption behavior (room tem-
perature setting), we expected (H4.2.4) that participants in the room
with the “warm” lighting would consume less energy in the thermostat
programming tasks (i.e., setting lower temperature) than participants in
the room with “cold” lighting.

4.3.1 Method

Participants and design

Forty-eight students (average age 22.1 years old, SD = 2.76 ) of Eind-
hoven University of Technology (29 male and 19 female) were recruited
by using a local participant database. They participated in the current
experiment in either the “warm” lighting condition first and then the
“cold” lighting condition, or in the “cold” lighting condition first and
then the “warm” lighting condition. Whether a participant received the
“warm” or the “cold” lighting condition first, was strictly counterbal-
anced. All participants were native Dutch speakers. The experiments
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lasted approximately 45 minutes, and participants received 7 euros for
their participation.

Experimental procedure

Participants were welcomed in the central hall of the lab building. Each
participant was asked to read and sign a consent form stating the gen-
eral purpose of the research and their willingness to participate in this
research. In the lab room hidden from view for the participant, a ther-
mometer was put on a table in the corner of the room to record the
average room temperature during the experiment.

Before participants entered the lab room, for half of the participants
the lighting of the room was set to “warm” lighting in the first session
(and to “cold” lighting in the second session). For the other half of the
participants, the lighting in the room was set to “cold” lighting in the
first session (and to “warm” lighting in the second session). We used
fluorescent ceiling lamps with a color temperature of 2500 Kelvin as
“warm” and 6100 Kelvin as “cold” lighting conditions (see Figure 4.4).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Ambient lighting environment used in Study 4.2: (a) “warm” room and (b)
“cold” room.
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For the first session (see Figure 4.5 for a graphical representation of the
experimental procedure of Study 4.2), participants were asked to read a
magazine for a period of ten minutes. For this, we supplied an issue of
a Dutch popular science magazine (named “Quest”) on the table right
next to the laptop. After ten minutes, the computer indicated that the
reading period was over and participants were asked to answer a set
of fourteen questions that asked them to evaluate the lab room. This
questionnaire consisted of fourteen questions (see the Material section
below).

	

Lighting	condition	1	

0min	 10	

Reading	Magazine	

Questionnaire	

Thermostat	task	

15	 20	 25	 35	 40	 45	

Lighting	condition	2	

Thermostat	task	

Questionnaire	

When	participant	outside	the	Lab	 When	participant	inside	the	Lab	

Reading	Magazine	

Figure 4.5: The timeline of the experiment in Study 4.2.

After answering these questions, we assessed energy consumption beha-
vior by asking participants to perform a thermostat task (a task identi-
cal to the one used in Chapter 2) on the laptop. That is, participants
received instructions on how to program a virtual room thermostat in-
terface and were asked to program this thermostat for several scenar-
ios. After two practice scenarios, participants completed programming
the thermostat for six experimental scenarios. For each scenario, the
scenario itself was first described to the participants (e.g., “You and a
friend are going to watch a television show for the next half hour.”) and
then the participant was asked to program the thermostat by setting the
temperature for the room. For each scenario, participants were asked to
strive for two goals: to consume as little energy as possible (for heat-
ing the room), and to maintain a temperature level that they deemed
as comfortable as possible. After programming the room thermostat for
the six scenarios, participants were told to leave the lab room and to
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take a seat in the hall way outside of the lab room.

Figure 4.6: A simulated programmable heating system interface used to gather data about
the participant’s energy consumption behavior in Study 4.2.

After a five-minute break, the second session of the experiment started.
Participants were asked to retake their seats inside the lab room. The
experimental procedure of the second session was completely identical to
the first session, with the exception that the lighting in the laboratory
was manipulated to the other condition before the participant entered
the room (i.e., out of view of the participants). After completion of the
second session, participants were asked to answer demographic questions.

Materials

In each of the two sessions, participants were asked to fill out a set
of fourteen questions (in Dutch). First of all, to assess participants’
perception of the lighting temperature in the room, participants were
asked to answer four questions about the room lighting temperature
(“What do you think about the lighting in this room?”, “Do you think the
lighting in this room is warm or cold?”, “What feeling does the lighting
in this room give you?”, and “What do you think the light in this room
looks like?”) to which participants could answer by choosing an option
on a 7-point rating scale ranging from 1 very cold to 7 very warm. We
constructed a reliable (Cronbach’s α = .86) measure of perceived lighting
temperature by averaging participant’s answers to these four questions.
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These four questions were used to check whether the room lighting color
temperature manipulation was successful.

Then, to assess participants’ perceived comfort of the room and its light-
ing temperature, participants were asked to answer four questions about
their evaluation of the room and its lighting temperature (“How com-
fortable do you think this room is?”, “How comfortable do you think
the lighting in this room is?”, “Do you think the room lighting is com-
fortable?”, “Do you think the room lighting is pleasant?”). Participants
could answer these questions by choosing an option on a 7-point rat-
ing scale ranging from 1 very uncomfortable to 7 very comfortable. We
constructed a reliable (Cronbach’s α = .78) measure of room lighting
comfort evaluation by averaging a participant’s answers to these four
questions.

Next, to assess participants’ perception of the room temperature, parti-
cipants were asked to answer two questions about the room temperature
(“How does the temperature of this room feel?”, “Does the air in this
room feel warm or cold?”). Participants could answer these questions by
choosing an option on a 7-point rating scale ranging from 1 very cold to
7 very warm. We constructed a reliable (Cronbach’s α = .83) measure
of perceived lighting temperature by averaging participant’s answers to
these four questions.

Finally, to assess participants’ perceived comfort of the room tempera-
ture, participant were asked to answer four questions about their evalu-
ation of the room temperature (“How comfortable do you experience the
room temperature?”, “How comfortable do you think the room temper-
ature is?”, “Do you think the room temperature is pleasant?”, “Is the
room temperature agreeable?”). Participants could answer these ques-
tions by choosing an option on a 7-point rating scale ranging from 1
very uncomfortable/very unpleasant/very disagreeable to 7 very com-
fortable/very pleasant/very agreeable. We constructed a reliable (Cron-
bach’s α = .95) measure of evaluated room temperature by averaging a
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participant’s answers to these four questions.

4.3.2 Results

Different from Study 4.1 (and also Study 3.1 & 3.2), Study 4.2 contained
two repeated measures (once measured in the warm lighting condition,
and once measured in the cool lighting condition) of each dependent
variable (insert names of the three measures), and these two repeated
measures were not statistically independent. Therefore, we used a re-
peated measures ANOVA to analyze these results, and not a MANOVA
as in Study 4.1. The reason for this is that in a MANOVA, observations
should be statistically independent (see Field, 2009, p.603). So, to an-
alyze the effects of the room lighting color temperature on our various
dependent variables, we submitted our three dependent variables to three
2 (color temperature: “warm” vs. “cold”) repeated-measures ANOVAs.

As a manipulation check on whether the room lighting color temperature
manipulation was successful, results showed that when the room lighting
was set to “warm”, participants indicated that they perceived the room
lighting to be warmer (M = 5.11, SD = .72) than when the room lighting
was set to “cold” (M = 3.15, SD = .84), F (1, 47) = 175.5, p < .001,
η2=.79 (see Figure 4.7).

Supporting our first hypothesis (H4.2.1), results showed that when the
lighting was set to “warm”, participants indicated the lighting temper-
ature in the room to be more comfortable (M = 5.05, SD = .86)
than when the lighting was set to “cold” (M = 4.15, SD = 1.00),
F (1, 47) = 34.8, p < .001, η2 = .46 (see Figure 4.8).

In addition to the perception of lighting temperature and perceived com-
fort of lighting temperature, we were especially interested in the effects
on participant’s perception of room temperature and perceived comfort
of room temperature.
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Figure 4.7: Averaged warmth perception of the room lighting as a result of color temperature
(“warm” vs. “cold”) of room lighting in Study 4.2. Error bars attached to each column in
the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4.8: Averaged perceived comfort of room lighting as a result of color temperature
(“warm” vs. “cold”) of room lighting in Study 4.2. Error bars attached to each column in
the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.

In line with our second hypothesis (H4.2.2), results indicated that when
the room lighting was set to “warm”, participants perceived the room
temperature to be warmer (M = 5.05, SD = .86) than when the lighting
was set to “cold” (M = 4.72, SD = .81), F (1, 47) = 9.9, p = .003,
η2 = .17 (see Figure 4.9).

However, results provided no evidence in support of our third hypothesis
(H4.2.3), that is, they presented no evidence that when room lighting
was set to “warm”, participants perceived the room temperature to be
more (or less) comfortable (M = 5.01, SD = 1.03) than when the room
lighting was set to “cold” (M = 4.83, SD = .90), F (1, 47) = 2.10,
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Figure 4.9: Averaged warmth perception of room temperature as a result of color tempera-
ture (“warm” vs. “cold”) of room lighting in Study 4.2. Error bars attached to each column
in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.

p = .16, η2 = .04 (see Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.10: Averaged perceived comfort of room temperature as a result of color tempera-
ture (“warm” vs. “cold”) of room lighting in Study 4.2. Error bars attached to each column
in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Finally, results did not support our final hypothesis (H4.2.4). That is,
participants in the room with the “warm” lighting did not consume less
energy in the thermostat programming tasks (i.e., setting a temperature,
M = 19.68 ◦C, SD = 1.26) than participants in the room with “cold”
lighting (M = 19.75 ◦C, SD = 1.34), F (1, 47) = .87, p = .36, η2 = .02
(see Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11: Averaged room temperature setting as a result of color temperature (“warm”
vs. “cold”) of room lighting in Study 4.2. Error bars attached to each column in the figure
indicate 95% confidence intervals.

4.3.3 Discussion

In sum, supporting the findings in Study 4.1, results of Study 4.2 re-
vealed the significant effect of color temperature of room lighting on par-
ticipant’s perception of room temperature. Moreover, results of Study
4.2 also revealed the significant effect of color temperature on people’s
comfort experience of the room lighting. However, in contrast to our
expectations, there were no significant effects on people’s comfort experi-
ence of the room temperature and people’s energy conservation behavior
(i.e., setting a lower temperature).

Although no main effect was found on the comfort experience of the room
temperature, interestingly, the comfort experience of the room temper-
ature was strongly correlated to the comfort experience of the room
lighting (r = .585, p < .001) and to the temperature perception of the
room temperature (r = −.312, p = .031). That is to say, participants
who rated the room temperature to be comfortable perceived the room
lighting to be also comfortable, but perceived the room temperature to
be cold. Therefore, in this experimental setup, it seemed that comfort
experience of the room temperature could be associated with how people
perceived the comfort of the room lighting and how people perceived the
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physical room temperature.

Study 4.2 did not provide evidence that room lighting color temperature
influenced actual energy saving behavior. That is, results of Study 4.2
did not show that when participants were in a room with “warm” lighting
settings, they programmed the room thermostat differently from when
they were in a room with “cold” lighting settings. The lack of behavioral
changes in our thermostat programming tasks may be due to a variety
of reasons. Crucially, in our lighting lab, the actual room temperature
could not be controlled and was relatively high (approximately 22.9 ◦C
in Study 4.1, which was conducted in March; approximately 24.6 ◦C in
Study 4.2, which was conducted in June). Indeed, all participants of
Study 4.2 indicated the room temperature to be quite comfortable, in
the both “warm” and “cold” lighting conditions. Thereby, participants
may have lacked the motivation to change their behavior to attain a
comfortable status (change the settings of the thermostat to a higher or
lower temperature). In contrast, when people are in an uncomfortable
status (e.g., feel slightly cold or hot), people might consume more energy
(by increasing room temperature) in the “cold” lighting condition than
people in the “warm” lighting condition (or vice-versa when they feel
hot). Relatedly, earlier research (Nakamura & Oki, 2000) suggested that
preference in the color temperature of general room lighting may vary
depending on the previous experiences of air temperature before entering
the room. So, future research might find the effect of room lighting color
temperature on behavior change by diminishing but also by increasing
the physical temperature in the experimental room, as long as it becomes
somewhat uncomfortable.

4.4 General discussion

In this chapter, we extended our understanding of the psychological
mechanisms of effective ambient persuasive system lighting by exploring
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the experiential processes. More specifically, the current research inves-
tigated the effect of color temperature of room lighting (as a Experience-
Based form of persuasive technology) on participants’ perceptions of
room lighting temperature, their experiences of the comfort related to
the room lighting temperature and related to the room temperature,
and also their tendency to change room temperature and participant’s
temperature-setting behavior.

Results of both studies indicated that our manipulation of room lighting
was effective in showing that participants in the “warm” lighting condi-
tion perceived the lighting in the room to be warmer than participants
in the “cold” lighting condition. More importantly, results of our second
study supported our expectation that our manipulation of room light-
ing influenced participants’ judgment of the temperature in the room.
That is, in Study 4.2, participants in the room with the “warm” lighting
perceived the room temperature to be warmer than participants in the
room with the “cold” lighting.

However, this effect of lighting color temperature on participants’ judg-
ment of the temperature in the room was only found when the lighting
conditions were manipulated within participants (as in Study 4.2), and
was not found when these conditions were manipulated between partici-
pants (as in Study 4.1). Although in these two studies, the effects showed
the same direction, the effect of color temperature on participant’s per-
ception of room temperature in Study 4.1 did not reach a significant
level5. Probably, differences between participants (and their judgments
of room temperature) caused more noise in Study 4.1 on our dependent
variable of room temperature perception making it more difficult to find
effects of our manipulation of lighting color temperature on that variable
in Study 4.1.

5We conducted a power analysis before executing Study 4.1. This analysis showed that to attain
80% power and when expecting a medium sized effect, the current number of participants is sufficient.
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Interestingly, results of Study 4.1 also suggested that our manipulation
of room lighting influenced participant’s tendency to adjust the room
temperature. That is, in Study 4.1, participants in the “warm” lighting
condition expressed a stronger tendency to decrease the room temper-
ature than participants in the “cold” lighting condition. This evidence
indicated that user tendency to save energy and related energy-saving
behavior (e.g., setting a lower room temperature) could be enhanced
when people were in a room with “warm” lighting settings.

Furthermore, results of Study 4.2 showed that when the room lighting
was set to “warm”, participants indicated the lighting temperature in the
room to be more comfortable than when the lighting was set to “cold”.
However, results of Study 4.2 provided no evidence that our manipula-
tion of room lighting influenced participant’s comfort experience of the
room itself. One reason might be that comfortable room temperature
may vary considerably among individuals. Such differences between par-
ticipants (caused by e.g., just having had a meal, taken a shower or
wearing a sweater, see in Heijs & Stringer, 1988) may have caused noise
that made it more difficult to find effects of our manipulation of room
lighting temperature. Future research investigating these effects could
be conducted in real homes as a between-subjects design, additionally
increasing the external validity of the experiment by collecting the data
over an extended period of time during normal usage of lights.

In sum, our results from the current chapter are promising by suggesting
that incorporating thermal experiences in persuasive technology seems to
be a potential strategy to influence people’s temperature-related behav-
iors. Particularly, people who are exposed to a “warm” lighting would
perceive the room temperature to be warmer and show stronger tenden-
cies to decrease room temperature. However, as we discussed above, our
research in Chapter 4 did not reveal the significant effects of color tem-
perature on people’s comfort experience of the room temperature and
people’s energy conservation behavior. On the basis of these findings,
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additional research questions can be addressed. Of special interest could
be the mediation factors that could help explain the effect of color tem-
perature on people’s energy conservation behaviors.

Taken as a whole, these findings contribute to the scientific literature
crucial evidence that the effectiveness of persuasive technology could
also be enhanced by targeting thermal experiences via mainly bodily and
perceptual processes. This kind of persuasive technology can help users
decrease their energy consumption, by using a category of persuasive
strategies that targets user thermal experiences.
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The work presented in this dissertation aimed to study lighting as
a communication medium embedded in the ambient environment

with the intention to facilitate behavior change. As described in the
general introduction of this dissertation, ambient lighting has specific
qualities that makes it particularly suitable to serve as effective ambi-
ent persuasive technology and it helps users to attain their goals while
needing only a limited amount of cognitive attention (see e.g., Maan et
al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2013). Still, the psychologi-
cal mechanisms behind the effectiveness of ambient lighting persuasive
technology remain largely unclear. The current thesis focused on empiri-
cally exploring the cognitively-efficient processes underlying this effective
ambient lighting persuasive technology. In particular, we studied the as-
sociative processes (Chapter 2 & 3), and experiential processes (Chapter
4) of the persuasive technology that uses ambient lighting.

In the current chapter, we first discuss the findings and contributions of
the studies that were performed in section 5.1 and section 5.2. Then,
in section 5.3, we specify some contributions to persuasive design and
society. Next, in section 5.4, we identify general limitations across all
empirical studies and discuss the directions for future research. In section
5.4, we will briefly address the ethical considerations of using ambient
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lighting persuasive technology to change people’s behavior. Finally, in
section 5.5, we present the general conclusion of this thesis.

5.1 Understanding the associative processes

As described in the general introduction of this thesis, earlier research
suggested that the characteristics of light (e.g., its color) serving as am-
bient persuasive technology, make it possible to create behavior change
(e.g., energy conservation), which require only minimal attention and
cognitive effort by the user while still being effective (see also e.g., Kim
et al., 2010; Rogers et al., 2010; Maan et al., 2011). However, the psy-
chological mechanisms underlying the effectiveness of processing ambient
lighting persuasive technology remain largely unclear. We argued that
the color associations (see e.g., Otsuka & Kawaguchi, 2009) and color’s
contexts (see e.g., Elliot & Maier, 2012) of ambient lighting persuasive
technology could help users easily process the feedback messages. These
processes are distinguished in dual-process models of cognitive processes
(e.g., the reflective-impulsive model as proposed by Strack and Deutsch,
2004) as impulsive processes, consisting mainly of associative processes.
These associations slowly develop when people cognitively create rep-
resentations of the environment, and change only gradually through
learning (see e.g., Johnson & Hirst, 1993; McClelland, McNaughton, &
O’Reilly, 1995; Smith, 1998; Smith & DeCoster, 2000). Therefore, the
first research goal in this thesis was to understand the associative proc-
esses of persuasive ambient lighting system. We studied the efficiency of
these associative processes by investigating two characteristics of ambi-
ent lighting feedback: the role of color associations of ambient lighting
feedback (Chapter 2), and the role of color context (the context in which
colors were presented as ambient feedback, in Chapter 3).
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The role of color associations

In Chapter 2 we studied the effects of color associations of ambient light-
ing feedback on the ease of processing of feedback messages, and on the
effectiveness of this ambient lighting persuasive technology for influenc-
ing energy conservation behavior. We argued that colors of ambient
lighting feedback could carry meanings that have strong and consistent
associations with energy consumption, which could help users easily pro-
cess feedback messages, and thereby enhance the effectiveness of ambient
persuasive technology for influencing energy conservation behavior. The
two studies described in Chapter 2 tested the color association strength
(strong vs. weak) and the color association consistency (consistent vs.
inconsistent) of ambient lighting feedback. In line with our expecta-
tions, the results of Chapter 2 indicate that ambient lighting feedback
with colors that have strong and consistent associations with energy con-
sumption would be easily processed (i.e., the processing time of feedback
messages would not be slowed down by additional cognitive load task),
and would increase the persuasive power for stimulating energy conserva-
tion behavior. So, both studies presented evidence that ambient lighting
persuasive technology that uses colors with strong and consistent energy
associations can effectively influence user energy consumption behavior
while requiring little cognitive capacities.

These findings thereby contributed to uncovering the psychological mech-
anisms behind ambient lighting feedback effects by showing the associa-
tive processes through color associations.

As argued in the general introduction, there is a general cognitive limit
on the abilities to do mental work (for a cognitive capacity overview see
Smyth, 1994). Our findings showed that, even though people are under
high cognitive load, color associations can help people to easily detect
the target message for the reason that color information is linking to pre-
existing associations. Beyond this finding, we showed the importance of
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color associations for behavior change interventions through persuasive
technology. In addition to earlier research on ambient lighting feedback
(e.g., Maan et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2013), our studies extend the
research on ambient persuasive technology by investigating the content
of the color’s associations and the nature of the associative process (see
Strack & Deutsch, 2004).

The role of color contexts

To understand the role of color associations in associative processes, we
also argued that the context in which these colors are presented is crucial.
That is, associations of color seem highly context dependent as indicated
by Color-In-Context theory (Elliot & Maier, 2012, see Chapter 3 of this
thesis).

Therefore, in Chapter 3, to extend our insight in the associative process-
ing of colored ambient lighting feedback, we investigated the influence
of a color’s context on user’s interpretation of color’s feedback messages,
and furthermore, on the effectiveness of this feedback (for influencing
energy conservation behavior). We argued that color-based feedback is
highly context dependent (at least with respect to energy-related infor-
mation). More specifically, a consistent context in which color-based
ambient persuasive technology is presented could shape the associations
of colors and make the feedback messages more easily understandable.
Furthermore, this consistent context could increase the persuasive power
of ambient persuasive technology to promote energy conservation beha-
vior. We expected that presenting colors (e.g., red) in an energy-related
context makes feedback messages (e.g., high energy consumption level)
more clear and can enhance the correct interpretation of the color (e.g.,
warm), compared to presenting colors in an energy-unrelated context.
Additionally, presenting colors in energy-related contexts could increase
the effectiveness of the color-based ambient persuasive technology, lead-
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ing to stronger energy conservation behavioral changes. These hypothe-
ses were tested in two studies. Findings of both studies supported our
main hypotheses. That is, the color red in an energy-related context
was interpreted to be warmer and as related to a higher energy con-
sumption level than red in an energy-unrelated context. Also, present-
ing color-based ambient feedback in an energy-related context promoted
more energy conservation behavior than presenting this feedback in an
energy-unrelated context.

Thereby, Chapter 3 extended our insight into the associative processes
of ambient lighting persuasive technology by making clear that a fit-
ting context in which ambient persuasive technology is presented can
shape the associations of colors (see also Elliot & Maier, 2012), which
makes the feedback messages directly understandable, and furthermore,
influences user’s interpretation and the effectiveness of this ambient per-
suasive technology.

In addition, although colors are widely used as feedback in ambient per-
suasive technology (e.g., Jahn et al., 2010; Merkus, 2012; Wilson et al.,
2013) and also highly context dependent (Elliot & Maier, 2012), the
empirical evidence for the influence of color’s context on color’s interpre-
tations and the effectiveness of persuasive technology is still limited. The
current studies make innovative contributions to the body of persuasive
technology literature on how contexts in which ambient stimuli (e.g.,
colors) are presented, shape the associative processes and furthermore
influence the effectiveness of this persuasive technology.

In general, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 reveal the importance of associative
processes consisting of associative links (e.g., presenting red lighting as
energy feedback on a radiator) that can help users easily process feedback
messages, and thereby enhance the effectiveness of ambient persuasive
technology. In particular, our research addresses the important roles
of color associations and color’s contexts of ambient lighting persuasive
technology, and points out that the ease of processes of persuasive tech-
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nology can be enhanced by utilizing these associative links.

These findings advance the research domain of ambient persuasive tech-
nology by examining the cognitively-efficient associative processes (see
e.g., Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Strack & Deutsch, 2004) underlying the ef-
fectiveness of ambient lighting persuasive technology. In addition, these
findings support earlier theoretical models for predicting human beha-
vior, such as Motivation-Opportunity-Abilities Model by (Olander &
ThØgersen, 1995) or Behavioral Model by Fogg (2009), by indicating
that ambient lighting can boost user’s motivation to change behavior
(e.g., ambient lighting feedback motivates people by providing the con-
sequences of their current behavior).

5.2 Understanding the experiential proc-
esses

As described in the general introduction, for understanding the underly-
ing mechanisms behind the effectiveness of ambient lighting persuasive
technology, associative processes are one part of the impulsive domain
of cognitive processes. Importantly, processes in the impulsive system
may also be accompanied by experiential processes (Strack & Deutsch,
2004). These experiential processes are also associative in nature, but
involve less cognition (e.g., Dijksterhuis et al., 2000; Zajonc, 1980), com-
pared to associative processes in the impulsive domain of the cognitive
system. For example, a person may have a visual perception of lightness
or darkness, a pleasant or unpleasant feeling, or the experience of pain or
familiarity without knowing the concepts or categories of light, pleasant-
ness, pain or familiarity. Therefore, we extended our understanding of
the psychological mechanisms behind the effectiveness of ambient light-
ing persuasive technology by exploring the experiential processes. So,
the second research goal of this thesis was to understand the experien-
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tial processes of ambient lighting persuasive technology.

The role of color temperature experiences

In Chapter 4, we extended our understanding of the underlying mecha-
nisms of ambient lighting persuasive technology by exploring the experi-
ential processes, instead of associative process. Therefore, we proposed a
new perspective on ambient lighting persuasive technology, which might
influence people through thermal experience. In this chapter, we in-
vestigated the effects of color temperature of ambient lighting (e.g., by
emitting “warm” or “cold” light) on user’s room temperature percep-
tion, their willingness to change the room temperature, and their energy
conservation behavior. We argued that color temperature of ambient
lighting (e.g., “warm” light) would influence people’s thermal experience
(e.g., perceiving the room temperature to be high), their willingness
to change the room temperature and their energy conservation beha-
vior (by setting a lower room temperature). We expected that room
temperature in the lighting condition with a lower color temperature
(i.e., “warm” light) would be perceived higher and more comfortable,
compared to room temperature in the lighting condition with a higher
color temperature (“cold” light). Additionally, using “warm” lighting in
ambient lighting persuasive technology would enhance the effectiveness
of Experience-Based persuasive technology (i.e., people would express
a stronger motivation to decrease the room temperature, and influence
their energy conservation behavior by setting a lower room temperature),
compared to using “cold” lighting in ambient lighting persuasive tech-
nology. In line with our expectations, our findings showed that color
temperature of room lighting can influence user’s perception of room
temperature, and can influence user’s willingness to change the room
temperature. However, our second study in this chapter provided no ev-
idence that these effects of room lighting color temperature also extended
to actual energy conservation behavior.
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As discussed in Chapter 4, the lack of behavioral changes in our ther-
mostat programming tasks (in Study 4.2) may have been due to a va-
riety of reasons, such as the physical room temperature in our lighting
lab could not be controlled and was relatively high (participants indeed
indicated the room temperature to be quite comfortable, in the both
“warm” and “cold” lighting conditions). Thereby, participants may have
lacked the motivation to change their behavior to attain a comfortable
status. Whereas when people are in an uncomfortable status (e.g., feel
slightly cold or hot), they might consume more energy (by increasing
room temperature) in the “cold” lighting condition than people in the
“warm” lighting condition (or vice-versa when they feel hot). In addi-
tion to the physical room temperature in our lab, previous experiences
of air temperature before entering the lab may also influence people’s
preference in the color temperature of general room lighting (Nakamura
& Oki, 2000).

In line with earlier research indicating that thermal experience may have
an influence on people’s (energy consumption) attitude and behavior
(Becker et al., 1981; Heijs & Stringer, 1988), the current research suggests
that ambient persuasive technology (e.g., manipulating color tempera-
ture of ambient lighting) could influence people’s thermal experience, and
might enhance its persuasive effectiveness. Thereby, findings of Chapter
4 contribute to the field of ambient persuasive technology by proposing
a new perspective on ambient persuasive technology: experience-based
persuasive technology. In the research area of persuasive technology, va-
rious models have been proposed that capture the working mechanisms
of persuasive technology (e.g., the three roles of persuasive technology,
Fogg, 2002; see also Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009). Of these mod-
els, only the medium role for persuasive technology (as proposed by Fogg,
2002) includes the concept of experience. That is, persuasive technologies
can use both interactivity and narrative to create persuasive experiences
that support rehearsing a behavior, empathizing, or exploring causal re-
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lationships. However, we argue that the current research is the first to
stress and provide evidence for the importance of bodily thermal experi-
ences for influencing human behavior and thinking. So, using a category
of persuasive strategies that targets people’s thermal experiences (see
Becker et al., 1981; Heijs & Stringer, 1988) can enhance the experiential
processes of ambient lighting persuasive technology. The investigations
of these experiential processes in our research can be regarded as the first
piece of knowledge on exploring the ambient persuasive technology that
is designed to influence people subconsciously while remaining effective.

5.3 Contributions to design and society

Besides the scientific contributions discussed above, the work presented
in this thesis also makes contributions relevant for designers to create
ambient persuasive technology by utilizing lighting. First, our research
extends the forms and medium of ambient persuasive technology by using
ambient lighting, instead of using traditionally physical or screen-based
ambient display (Pousman & Stasko, 2006; Streppel, 2015). Lighting as
an ambient medium provides a great opportunity for designers within
the context of persuasion, in which different shapes and sizes of ambi-
ent persuasive display are possible from small sculptures, to wall-sized
installations, or even to the whole physical environment. In addition,
our research provides a new approach for stimulating behavioral change
through (bodily thermal) experiences when designers create ambient per-
suasive technology. As pointed out by Aarts and colleagues (2007), the
emphasis on perceived user value in the design of ambient intelligent
systems has changed from usability towards creating user experiences
such as presence, connectedness, and immersion. Our research can be
regarded as a first step to further ambient persuasive design, in which
ambient persuasive systems can influence people through bodily experi-
ence.
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Finally, the work presented in this thesis makes particular contributions
relevant for environmental sustainability. Regarding the major environ-
mental risks of CO2-emissions and climate change that policy-makers
and psychologists face (e.g., Gardner & Stern, 1996), a purely technolo-
gical approach to reduce energy consumption often leads to disappoint-
ing results due to changes in user behavior (such as rebound effects, see
Midden et al., 2007). Utilizing persuasive technology to promote sustai-
nable behavior of people, whether as individuals, as households, or as
societies, has often been investigated (see Midden et al., 2008; Steg &
Vlek, 2009). Interestingly, different from many cognitively-demanding
persuasive technologies designed to encourage energy conservation be-
havior (e.g., numerical feedback about energy consumption, kWh), the
work in this dissertation proposes to employ ambient lighting in persua-
sive technology, which is an innovative and easy approach for people to
follow through color associations of ambient lighting. For policy makers
who help constructing people’s environments, our research may extend
their tool kits (e.g., Schneider & Sidney, 2009; Weaver, 2009) by incorpo-
rating ambient lighting persuasive technology. This additional tool might
help effectively change citizen behavior. Also, policy makers could pro-
mote to create an ambient environment with persuasive lighting that can
be integrated unobtrusively in our daily routine life, and may intervene
even on a level of automatic behavior through for example influencing
thermal experiences by manipulating the color temperature of ambient
light. Therefore, our findings contribute to the domain of environmental
sustainability by offering an easy, unobtrusive, while effective solution to
make the behaviors, whether as individuals or as societies, sustainable.
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5.4 Limitations and directions for future
research

Throughout all empirical studies in this dissertation, we already identi-
fied specific limitations and potential areas for future research. In ad-
dition, we may identify a number of more general limitations across all
studies in the current dissertation.

All participants presented in our studies were native Dutch. On the one
hand, these culture-consistent samples strongly supported our argumen-
tation that for example using lighting feedback with colors that have
strong associations with energy consumption in an energy-related con-
text could help users easily process the feedback messages. On the other
hand, these color or context associations with energy consumption might
vary among different cultures. These cultural differences may further in-
fluence people’s perceptual judgments (Roberson, Davies, & Davidoff,
2000). Therefore, although the essence of the associative mechanism
may remain similar, exploring associative processes of (ambient) persua-
sive technology in different cultures could be a valuable topic for future
research.

Also, in most of our studies, we investigated the effects of ambient light-
ing persuasive technology on temperature-setting behavior (e.g., in Study
2.1, 2.2, 3.2 and 4.2). However, in our experiments, participants per-
formed the temperature-setting behavioral tasks in the lab in which we
did not manipulate the physical room temperature according to the tem-
perature settings. In Chapter 2, we specifically discussed the gap between
the desired high-comfort experience and the current low-comfort experi-
ence (see also Becker et al., 1981; Heijs & Stringer, 1988). More gene-
rally, people might have a strong willingness to change their behaviors
while experiencing discomfort (i.e., when people are outside their comfort
zone, see Gauthier, 2011; Ohnaka et al., 1994). Future research could
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investigate the behavioral change of participants by assigning them to
an environment with a temperature outside of the participant’s thermal
comfort zone (as set by ANSI/ASHRAE standard 55, 2013) while they
conduct the temperature-setting tasks. Also, future research could in-
vestigate the factors that may also affect the thermal comfort zone, such
as clothing insulation level, activity level, and demographics (De Dear,
Brager, Reardon, & Nicol, 1998).

Furthermore, as argued in the general introduction of this dissertation,
associative processes are one part of the impulsive domain of the cog-
nitive processes. These processes in the impulsive system may also be
accompanied by experiential processes (see e.g., Strack & Deutsch, 2004;
Maas & Van den Bos, 2009). However, earlier research (e.g., Gawronski
& Bodenhausen, 2006; Reeder & Pryor, 2008) mostly focused on associa-
tive processes (and cognitively-demanding processes such as reflectively
propositional processes). The current research studied not only asso-
ciative processes, but also the role of thermal experiences, and thereby
extended our knowledge on the importance of experiential processes (as a
cognitive process in the impulsive domain). Our current research can be
considered a starting point for further research to study the relationship
between associative and experiential processes.

5.5 Ethical considerations

In the general introduction of this dissertation, we already addressed that
persuasive technology aims at inducing the voluntary change of behaviors
without taking away control from its users (see also Fogg, 1999, 2002).
Despite the obvious good intentions behind persuasive technologies like
serving social values (environmental sustainability or senior care, see e.g.,
Ham & Spahn, 2015) or goals of the user (healthy lifestyle or comfort
experiences, see e.g., Chatterjee and colleagues, 2009), many, if not all,
persuasive technologies could have unintended effects too (Berdichevsky
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& Neuenschwander, 1999). From an ethical perspective, it is imperative
that humans are not deceived or coerced by persuasive technology to
do something they would not want to do, and humans should be aware
of final goals of the persuasive technology and consequences of their
behavioral changes (see Berdichevsky & Neuenschwander, 1999; Smids,
2012; Spahn, 2012; Verbeek, 2006).

Ambient lighting persuasive technology, as proposed in this thesis, can
be categorized as part of the more encompassing phenomenon of tech-
nological mediation. This concept (as developed by Ihde 1990; Latour
1994; see also Verbeek 2010) indicates the ways in which technologies
inevitably and often implicitly help to shape human actions and per-
ceptions by establishing relations between users and their environment –
sometimes even without users being aware of this persuasive system. Our
research shows that ambient lighting persuasive technology has potential
to influence user behavior through cognitively-efficient processes or even
solely based on their thermal experience, like the thermal experiences in
our case. This influence while requiring minimal attention could raise a
variety of ethical issues, for instance, whether could we design ambient
lighting persuasive technology that persuades users to decrease the room
temperature beyond user’s awareness (e.g., they were exposed to a room
with ’warm’ lighting) or while they did not notice the final goals of per-
suasion, such as, saving energy (see Berdichevsky & Neuenschwander,
1999)?

In addition, our research (e.g., Study 2.1) employed colored ambient
lighting (by using LED wall washers) to provide energy consumption
feedback. Participants were exposed to an intense and saturated red
lighting in the entire room when they set a relatively high room temper-
ature, which may cause eye-strain or headache (e.g., Main, Vlachoniko-
lis, & Dowson, 2000). Persuasive designers themselves would not be
willing to be exposed to an unpleasant condition while being persuaded
to change behavior (see “Golden Rule” in Flew, 1979). Therefore, in-
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ducing such unintended effects, for example, physical discomfort, while
influencing a person’s behavior cannot be regarded as being very ethical.
These unintended effects of applying ambient lighting in persuasive tech-
nology should be ethically discussed when designers create more applied
persuasive systems.

5.6 Conclusion

The primary aim of the work in this dissertation was to improve our
understanding of the psychological mechanisms underlying effective am-
bient persuasive lighting for facilitating energy-conservation behavior.
By evaluating the effects of color associations of ambient lighting, the ef-
fects of context in which ambient lighting was presented, and the effects
of color temperature on energy consumption behavior, we deepened our
insights of the psychological processes underlying the effectiveness of pro-
cessing ambient lighting persuasive technology. Also, we have provided
empirical evidence that effective persuasive technology can use ambi-
ent lighting as a communication medium with the intention to stimulate
behavior change while remaining cognitively efficient. In addition, we
extended the role of ambient stimuli within the context of persuasive
technology by embedding ambient lighting feedback in our environment,
and meanwhile, proposed an experience-based perspective on persuasive
technology through ambient lighting.

In sum, the findings from the work presented in the current thesis re-
veal associative and experiential processes of effective ambient lighting
persuasive technology. The value of these psychological processes is not
limited to using ambient lighting as persuasive technology in the domain
of environmental sustainability, but can easily be generalized to per-
suasive communication to facilitate all kinds of behavior change (e.g.,
healthy lifestyle) and help to solve societal issues (e.g., sustainability).
The Greek started using lighting as a communication tool over 2000 years
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ago. We can now observe how new lighting technology will help creating
new tools for persuasive communication.
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Summary

The work in this dissertation focused on understanding the psycholo-
gical mechanisms underlying the effectiveness of ambient lighting

persuasive technology in the energy conservation domain. Earlier re-
search has shown that ambient lighting can be successfully employed
as a medium to promote energy conservation behavior (e.g., by pro-
viding immediate energy feedback, such as red light = high energy con-
sumption), and such ambient persuasive technology had stronger persua-
sive effects on energy conservation behavior, compared to (widely used)
factual-evaluative feedback (e.g., directly indicating the amount of kWh).
Feedback given through this kind of ambient persuasive technology can
help users in those day-to-day situations, in which users lack cognitive
capacity or motivation to consciously process relatively complex types
of feedback (e.g., numerical feedback). However, the underlying mecha-
nisms behind the effectiveness of ambient persuasive lighting still remain
largely unclear.

The main research question in this dissertation was: What are the un-
derlying psychological mechanisms of the effectiveness of using light in
ambient persuasive technology on energy conservation behavior? We ar-
gue that the color associations and color’s contexts of ambient lighting
could help users to easily process feedback messages. These processes
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are identified in dual-process models of cognitive processing (e.g., the
reflective-impulsive model) as impulsive processes. These associations
slowly develop when people are cognitively creating representations of
the environment, and change only gradually through learning. Therefore,
the first research goal in this dissertation was to understand the asso-
ciative processes of ambient lighting persuasive technology. We studied
the efficiency of these associative processes by investigating two charac-
teristics of ambient lighting feedback: the role of color associations of
ambient lighting feedback, and the role of color context. Processes in
the impulsive cognitive system, to some degree, may also consist of ex-
periential processes. Experiential processes are also associative in nature
but involve less cognition.

Therefore, the second research goal in this dissertation was to understand
the experiential processes of ambient lighting persuasive technology. We
proposed a new perspective on exploring the influence of ambient light-
ing on people’s thermal experiences. More specifically, in Chapter 2, we
argued that colors of ambient lighting feedback could carry meanings
that have strong and consistent associations with energy consumption,
which could help users to easily process feedback messages, and thereby
enhance the effectiveness of ambient persuasive technology. An online
survey was conducted to investigate the strength of different color associ-
ations (of lighting feedback) with energy consumption. Two experimen-
tal studies were conducted to investigate the effects of color association
strength (strongly-associated vs. weakly-associated) and color associa-
tion consistency (consistent vs. inconsistent) on the ease of processing
of feedback messages, and furthermore on users’ energy consumption
behavior. In line with our expectations, results showed that lighting
feedback that used colors with strong (Study 2.1) and consistent (Study
2.2) energy associations could help users to easily process the feedback
messages, and lead to more energy conservation behavior.

In Chapter 3, we argued that for understanding the role of color as-
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sociations, the context in which these colors are presented is crucial.
That is, the information that color-based ambient persuasive techno-
logy carries is highly context-dependent. More specifically, a consistent
context in which color-based ambient persuasive technology is presented
could shape the associations of colors, which makes the feedback mes-
sages directly understandable. Moreover, this context can increase the
persuasive power of ambient persuasive technology to promote energy
conservation behavior. Two studies were conducted to investigate ef-
fects of context (in which color-based ambient lighting was presented) on
user’s interpretation of the information that lighting carries, and more
importantly, on the effectiveness of this ambient persuasive lighting (for
influencing energy conservation behavior). Confirming our expectations,
results showed that participants perceived the color red in an energy-
related context to be warmer and as related to a higher energy con-
sumption level, compared to the color red in an energy-unrelated con-
text. Also, participants who received ambient lighting feedback in an
energy-related context consumed the lowest amount of energy (Study
3.1 & 3.2).

In Chapter 4 we extended our understanding of the underlying mecha-
nisms of ambient lighting persuasive technology by exploring the experi-
ential processes, instead of associative processes. We argued that thermal
experiences are a main factor when making decisions about energy con-
servation. Therefore, we proposed that ambient lighting might be used
to influence user’s thermal experiences (e.g., by emitting a ‘warm’ or
‘cold’ light) and thereby influence user’s room temperature perception
and their willingness to change room temperature. We conducted two
studies to investigate the effects of brightness level of room lighting and
the effects of color temperature of room lighting on participants’ percep-
tions of room temperature, and their willingness to change room tem-
perature settings. Supporting our expectations, results indicated that
color temperature (Study 4.1 & 4.2) can influence a user’s perception of
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the temperature in the room, and influence user’s willingness to change
room temperature. However, our second study in this chapter provided
no evidence that these effects of room lighting color temperature also
extended to actual energy conservation behavior.

Finally, in the General Discussion, we discuss the main findings and
contributions of the studies presented in this dissertation. Also, we iden-
tify general limitations and directions for future research. In addition,
we briefly address the ethical consideration of using ambient lighting in
persuasive technology.

In sum, the findings from the work presented in this dissertation re-
veal associative and experiential processes of effective ambient lighting
persuasive technology. By evaluating the effects of color associations of
ambient lighting, the effects of context of which ambient lighting, and
the effects of color temperature on thermal experiences, we deepened our
insights into the psychological processes underlying the effectiveness of
ambient lighting persuasive technology.
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A | Thermostat Task

On the following sections, the set of trails as used in the thermostat task
that used in Chapter 2 are presented in Dutch and the translated version
in English.

A.1 Study 2.1 & Study 2.2

Dutch (original) English (translated)

(1) Het is avond en je bent thuis. (1) It is evening and you are at
Het is buiten 3 ◦C. Stel voor home. The outside tempera-
de verschillende vertrekken de ture is 3 ◦C. Set the temper-
centrale verwarming in. ature for the different rooms

in the house.

(2) Het is middag en je bent niet (2) It is afternoon and you are
thuis. Het is buiten 20 ◦C. not at home. The outside tem-
Stel voor de verschillende ver- perature is 20 ◦C. Set the tem-
trekken de centrale verwarm- perature for the different rooms
ing in. in the house.
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(3) Het is ochtend en je bent thuis. (3) It is morning and you are at
Het is buiten −5 ◦C. Stel voor home. The outside temper-
de verschillende vertrekken de ature is −5 ◦C. Set the tem-
centrale verwarming in. perature for the different rooms

in the house.

(4) Het is ochtend en je bent thuis. (4) It is morning and you are at
Het is buiten 15 ◦C. Stel voor home. The outside tempera-
de verschillende vertrekken de ture is 15 ◦C. Set the temper-
centrale verwarming in. ature for the different rooms

in the house.

(5) Het is middag en je bent niet (5) It is afternoon and you are
thuis. Het is buiten 8 ◦C. Stel not at home. The outside tem-
voor de verschillende vertrek- perature is 8 ◦C. Set the tem-
ken de centrale verwarming perature for the different rooms
in. in the house.

(6) Het is zondagmiddag en je (6) It is a Sunday afternoon and
bent thuis. Het is buiten 19 ◦C. you are at home. The outside
Stel voor de verschillende ver- temperature is 19 ◦C. Set the
trekken de centrale verwarm- temperature for the different
ing in. rooms in the house.

(7) Het is middag en je bent niet (7) It is afternoon and you are
thuis. Het is buiten 18 ◦C. not at home. The outside tem-
Stel voor de verschillende ver- perature is 18 ◦C. Set the tem-
trekken de centrale verwarm- perature for the different rooms
ing in. in the house.
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(8) Het is avond en je bent thuis. (8) It is evening and you are at
Het is buiten 6 ◦C. Stel voor home. The outside tempera-
de verschillende vertrekken de ture is 6 ◦C. Set the temper-
centrale verwarming in. ature for the different rooms

in the house.

(9) Het is avond en je bent thuis. (9) It is evening and you are at
Het is buiten 17 ◦C. Stel voor home. The outside tempera-
de verschillende vertrekken de ture is 17 ◦C. Set the temper-
centrale verwarming in. ature for the different rooms

in the house.

(10) Het is avond en je geeft vanavond (10) It is evening and tonight you
thuis een feestje. Het is buiten give a party at home. The
16 ◦C. Stel voor de verschil- outside temperature is 16 ◦C.
lende vertrekken de centrale Set the temperature for the
verwarming in. different rooms in the house.

(11) Het is nacht en je ligt in bed. (11) It is night and you are in
Het is buiten −1 ◦C. Stel voor bed. The outside tempera-
de verschillende vertrekken de ture is −1 ◦C. Set the tem-
centrale verwarming in. perature for the different rooms

in the house.

(12) Het is nacht en je ligt in bed. (12) It is night and you are in
Het is buiten 14 ◦C. Stel voor bed. The outside tempera-
de verschillende vertrekken de ture is 14 ◦C. Set the temper-
centrale verwarming in. ature for the different rooms

in the house.
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A.2 Study3.2

(1) U moet zometeen in deze ruimte (1) You will have to do exercise
gaan fitnessen. in this room.

(2) U moet zometeen in deze ruimte (2) You will have to go to sleep
gaan slapen. in this room.

(3) U (alleen) gaat hier het komende (3) You (alone) are going to read
half uur een boek lezen. a book in the next half hour.

(4) U (alleen) gaat hier de komende (4) You (alone) are going to watch
twee uur een film kijken. a movie in the next 2 hours.

(5) U en een vriend gaan hier het (5) You and a friend are going to
komende half uur een tv-programma watch a TV show in the next
kijken. half hour.

(6) U en drie vrienden gaan hier (6) You and three friends are go-
de komende 2 uur een bord- ing to play a board game in
spel spelen. the next 2 hours.

(7) U en de experimentleider gaan (7) You and the experiment leader
heir het komende half uur een are going to have a couple of
kop thee drinken. tea in the next half hour.

(8) U en vijf andere studenten (8) You and five friends are going
gaan de komende 2 uur in deze to study in this room in the
ruimte studeren. next 2 hours.
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B | Questionnaire

On the following sections, these questionnaires are presented in Dutch
and the translated version in English.

B.1 Study 3.1 & Study 3.2

Dutch (original) English (translated)

(1) Hoe warm vindt u het object (1) How warm do you feel the ob-
geprojecteerd op het scherm? ject projected on the screen
Ik vind het object... is? I feel the object is some-
! heel koud thing...
! koud ! very cold
! enigzins koud ! cold
! noch koud, noch warm ! slightly cold
! enigzins warm ! neither cold nor warm
! warm ! slightly warm
! heel warm ! warm

! very warm
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Appendices. Questionnaire

(2) Wat vind u van het object (2) How do you think of the ob-
dat geprojecteerd is op het ject on the screen? I think
scherm? Ik vind het object... the object is...
! heel negatief ! very negative
! negatief ! negative
! enigzins negatief ! slightly negative
! noch negatief, noch posi- ! neither negative nor po-

tief sitive
! enigzins positief ! slightly positive
! positief ! positive
! heel positief ! very positive

(3) Wat denkt u dat de betekenis (3) How do you judge the mean-
is van dit geprojecteerd ob- ing that this object conveys?
ject? Ik denk dat dit object I think this object means...
te maken heeft met... ! very low energy consump-
! heel erg laag energiever- tion

bruik ! low energy consumption
! laag energieverbruik ! slightly low energy con-
! enigzins laag energiever- sumption

bruik ! neither low nor high energy
! noch laag, noch hoog en- consumption

ergieverbruik ! slightly high energy con-
! enigzins hoog energiever- sumption

bruik ! high energy consumption
! hoog energieverbruik ! very high energy consump-
! heel erg hoog energiever- tion

bruik

(4) In hoeverre denk je dat dit ge- (4) To what extend do you think
projecteerd object te maken this object is related to energy
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Appendices. Questionnaire

heeft met het energieverbruik? consumption? I think this ob-
Ik denk dat dit object... ject is...
! heel erg zwak gerelateerd ! very weakly-related with

is aan het energieverbruik energy consumption
! zwak gerelateerd is aan ! weakly-related with energy

het energieverbruik consumption
! enigzins zwak gerelateerd ! slightly weakly-related with

is aan het energieverbruik energy consumption
! noch zwak, noch sterk gere- ! neither weakly- nor strongly-

lateerd is aan het energie- related with energy con-
verbruik sumption

! enigzins sterk gerelateerd ! slightly strongly-related with
is aan het energieverbruik energy consumption

! sterk gerelateerd is aan ! strongly-related with energy
het energieverbruik consumption

! heel erg sterk gerelateerd ! very strongly-related with
is aan het energieverbruik energy consumption

B.2 Study 4.1 & Study 4.2

(1) Wat vindt u van het licht (1) What do you think about
in deze ruimte? the lighting in this room?
! heel koud ! very cold
! koud ! cold
! enigzins koud ! slightly cold
! noch koud, noch warm ! neither cold nor warm
! enigzins warm ! slightly warm
! warm ! warm
! heel warm ! very warm
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Appendices. Questionnaire

(2) In hoeverre is de temper- (2) Do you think the lighting
atuur van het licht koud/ in this room is warm or
warm? cold?

...as above...

(3) Wat voor gevoel geeft het (3) What feeling does the light-
licht u? ing in this room give you?

...as above...

(4) Hoe ziet het licht er vol- (4) What do you think the
gens u uit? light in this room looks

like?
...as above...

(5) Hoe comfortabel vindt u (5) How comfortable do you
deze kamer? think this room is?
! heel oncomfortabel ! very uncomfortable
! oncomfortabel ! uncomfortable
! enige oncomfortabel ! slightly uncomfortable
! noch oncomfortabel, noch ! neither uncomfortable nor

comfortabel comfortable
! enige comfortabel ! slightly comfortable
! comfortabel ! comfortable
! heel comfortabel ! very comfortable

(6) Hoe comfortabel voelt u (6) How comfortable do you
zich in deze ruimte, als u think the lighting in this
denkt aan hoe deze ruimte room is?
nu verlicht is? ...as above...

(7) Is de temperatuur van de (7) Do you think the temper-
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Appendices. Questionnaire

huidige verlichting aange- ature of the room light-
naam? ing is pleasant? (not cor-
! heel onaangenaam rect translation?)
! onaangenaam ! very unpleasant
! enige onaangenaam ! unpleasant
! noch onaangenaam, noch ! slightly unpleasant

aangenaam ! neither unpleasant nor pleas-
! enige aangenaam ant
! aangenaam ! slightly pleasant
! heel aangenaam ! pleasant

! very pleasant

(8) Is de temperatuur van de (8) Do you think the temper-
huidige verlichting aantrekke- ature of the room light-
lijk? ing is attractive? (not cor-
! heel onaantrekkelijk rect translation?)
! onaantrekkelijk ! very disagreeable
! enige onaangenaam ! disagreeable
! noch onaantrekkelijk, noch ! slightly disagreeable

aantrekkelijk ! neither disagreeable nor
! enige aantrekkelijk agreeable
! aantrekkelijk ! slightly agreeable
! heel aantrekkelijk ! agreeable

! very agreeable

(9) Hoe voelt voor u de al- (9) How does the tempera-
gemene temperatuur van ture of this room feel?
deze ruimte aan? ! very cold
! heel koud ! cold
! koud ! slightly cold
! enigzins koud ! neither cold nor warm
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! noch koud, noch warm ! slightly warm
! enigzins warm ! warm
! warm ! very warm
! heel warm

(10) Voelt de lucht in deze (10) Does the air in this room
ruimte warm of koud aan? feel warm or cold

...as above...

(11) Hoe comfortabel voelt (11) How comfortable do you
u zich in deze ruimte, als experience the room tem-
u denkt aan de temper- perature?
atuur in deze ruimte? ! very uncomfortable
! heel oncomfortabel ! uncomfortable
! oncomfortabel ! slightly uncomfortable
! enige oncomfortabel ! neither uncomfortable nor
! noch oncomfortabel, noch comfortable

comfortabel ! slightly comfortable
! enige comfortabel ! comfortable
! comfortabel ! very comfortable
! heel comfortabel

(12) Hoe comfortabel vindt (12) How comfortable do you
u de huidige temperatuur think the room tempera-
in deze ruimte? ture is?

...as above...

(13) Is de huidige algemene (13) Do you think the room
temperatuur in deze ruimte temperature is pleasant?
aangenaam? ! very unpleasant
! heel onaangenaam ! unpleasant
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! onaangenaam ! slightly unpleasant
! enige onaangenaam ! neither unpleasant nor pleas-
! noch onaangenaam, noch ant

aangenaam ! slightly pleasant
! enige aangenaam ! pleasant
! aangenaam ! very pleasant
! heel aangenaam

(14) Is de huidige algemene (14) Is the room temperature
temperatuur in deze ruimte agreeable?
aantrekkelijk? ! very disagreeable
! heel onaantrekkelijk ! disagreeable
! onaantrekkelijk ! slightly disagreeable
! enige onaangenaam ! neither disagreeable nor
! noch onaantrekkelijk, noch agreeable

aantrekkelijk ! slightly agreeable
! enige aantrekkelijk ! agreeable
! aantrekkelijk ! very agreeable
! heel aantrekkelijk
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